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Introduction
If you have a heart for mission, this book is written for you!
It has been put together for the Christian who share Christ's
heartbeat for the peoples of the world-who senses their
needs and feels their pain. It is designed for you if you want
to see the love, justice and salvation of Jesus Christ begin to
operate within a particular group of people for whom you arc
specially concemed.
If you are a missionary, an evangelist, a pastor or a lay person who wants to focus your ministry and to become mor€
effective in God's service, this book can help you. It will give
you the tools to develop a ministry strategy that will be rele'
vant to the people you are trying to readr. It will enable you
to communicate the gospel with new effectiveness and gleater
impact. And it will assist you to design programs of social service that the Spirit of God can use to move a whole unreadred
group toward the salvation and social well-being He so
deeply desires for them.

Abit

of history

During the last quarter of this century, the evangelicd missions movement has become increasingly captivated by the
prospect of taking the good news of Christ to all of the world's
remaining unreactred peoples. Some mission leaders have
hoped to accomplish this as early as the year 2000.
The contemporary concem for unreadred people burst

into prominence at the Lausanne Congress on World
Evangelization in 7974 through the country-by-country

research efforts of MARC and a provocative plenary address
by Ralph Winter. Since then the unreached peoples concept
has increasingly been used by the Holy Spirit to call the attention of the Churdr to ib unfinished task-the evangelization
of up to two billion people cut off from hearing the gospel by
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bariers of culhrre and language or because of political cursiderations.

Mission agencies have been drallenged to rethink their
strategies and redeploy their workers. Young people by the
thousands are again hearing the call to cros-cultural mis.
sionary senrice. For all of this, we should praise God and
enrlt in this new maior awakening of missionary endeavot
due in large part to a fretr focus on the unreached peoples.

Unreacluilnes*tobe aware ds not enough
Euphasis ontheunreadredness of these peopls, theirisolation from hearing of the grace and love of Christ, is what
has provided mudr of the motivating force for mobilizing
this new mission effort. Prayeq, missionary recnritment,
fund-raising, rwarctr, have allbeen accelerated by the gdm
rcality of whole groups of people in danger of perdition and
without opportunity to receive a dear gospel wibres.
But emphasizing the unreactredness of peoples, while it
stirs up very real and essential concem for the losb does not
give us any practical guidance on how to readr them. And
ttris is ultimatety the direction in whidr true missionary concem must take us. How do we reach the unreadred peoples?
Because wehave often stressed the "unreadred" half of the
terrr "uffeached peoples," many of us have failed to see the
significance of the peoplehood of these peoples-the fact that
the unreached exist as distinct groups of people. And it is in
their "people groupness"-in those unique characteristics
that make people a grou5that we will find the key to
tmderstanding how to actually reach them.
h thinking of the unreached as people g{9ups, we will
discover a powerful model for planning effective ministris
that God will use to impact whole grcups with the gospel of
Chdst.

Inboduction 3

What you can upect to finil hue
The purpose of this booklet is to provide a basic orientation for what we will call "people group thinking."
If we are to ministereffectively to the umeadred, itstands
to rreason we must learn all we can about those people we
aim to serve. Only in this way can we design minishies
appropriate to their unique cultures and their particular situations along the path of the jorrney towards Chdst and His
Kingdom. Planning minishies that meet the deepest needs,
both physical and spiritual, of our target gloups is what this
booklet is all about.
When you have mastered the contenb of the following
pages and worked through the exerciss provided you
should know the answers to these questions:
r What is a'people group"?
r What is 'people group thinking"?
r What are the values of the people group approadr for
plaming various ministries?
r How do we nesearch a people Epoup in the field and come
to understand people from the inside out?
r In what ways can we best communicate the Good News of
Jesus Christ to them?
r How do we plan ministrie tlut God can use to move
whole groups of people towards a better future<ne that
includes a Kingdom lifestyle of enhanced socioeconomic
digrity?
I What part does prayer play in the readdng of unreadred
people groups?
I Why and how does prayer release God's powerful working among them?
Why should we network with other segments of Christ's
Chur&?
How can a cooperative ministry networkbe developed for
a people group I am concemed about?
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Author's rofa Through the privilege of interacting with
Christian workers in many parts of the world over the last
several years, I have become increasingly convinced that
mission strategies, no matter how creative and relevant to
the people group concemed, will atnost certainly fail unless
coupled with ongoing prayerful dependence on God and
cooperative interdependence with others who share ourministry vision. Ir the 1990s there is a growing recognition
among those Christians committed to both the Great
Commission and the Great Commandment that we must
pray together and work together as never before if the lost
and the poor are to hear His voice and feel His touch.
We are currently witnessing the development of an enormous global prayer movement focussed on the trnev.rngelized world, especially those sixty or so countries whidr
make up 'the 70/40 Window," that belt of nations between
10 and 40 degrees north latitude, nrnning from northwest
Africa through the Middle East to Central and South Asia
where the great majority of unreached peoples are found. For
the first time in the history of Christianity many millions of
Christians are being joined together through advanced
telecommunications, sharing the same information to guide
their intercession. At the same time there is deepening accePtance throughout thebody of Christ that denominational and
organizational labels are becoming less and less important as
we are caught up together in the larger cause of making
Chdst known to those who have never encountered Him.
In light of all God is doing to bring His people together, it
is my eamest conviction that united prayer and deliberate
networking, though not glamorous, high-profile activities,
are the twin keys to effective mission and ultimately the
evangelization of the whole world. It was out of this conviction that parts three and four have been added to the original
text of Focus! The Power of People Group Thinking.

Part One

FOCUSING

TOREACH
UNREACHED
PEOPLE
GROUPS

PT4RT

ONE: focusingto rudtpwpk grwps 7

What ls a "People Group?"
fil/e are a maporiented

society. It is not surprising,

therefore, that nornrally we look at the world from a
geopolitical standpint as made of up of many natioru.
Leee oftm we think of the world as comlrosed of many
peoplee - la"ge ethnolinguistic groupinge of those who
share a similaroverall culture and a common language.
Butusuallywe do not see that eadrnationand peopleis
composed of a great diversity of people groups. Both

nations and peoplee are generally too large and
undifferentiated to be useful categories for developing
adequately focused ministry strategies. However, if we
concentrate on one segment of a people - a people Soup

- effecdve strategizing becomee practicable.

For ocample, to target the whole Crown Colony of
Hong Kong or even Cantonese Chinese with one ehtegy is not workable since tlrere are so many different
sub-groups, or what we have chosen to call people
grouF, that make up these largerpopulation eegments.
Eadt group has ib own occupation(s), social daeses,
dialect differences, and uriqueway of life.
To deeign a strategy for the 150p00 Cantonesespeaking reotaurant workers of Hong Kong make more sense
since they conetitute a definite people group with their
own specialized forms of comrnunication and job betravior. Other people groups in Hong Kong such as new
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Diagram#1.
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immigrants from China, factory workers, taxi drivers,
drug addicts, and residents of the walled city will also
need their own relevant approaches.
What then exactly is a people group? A people group
is a "significantly large grouping of individuals who
perceive themselves to have a common affinity for one
another, because of their shared language, religion,
ethnicity, residence, occupatiory class or caste, situation,
or combinations of these." From the standpoint of communicatingthemessage of Christ,it is "thelargest group
within which the gospel can flow along nafural lines
without encountering barriers of understanding ol acceptance due to culfure language, geography, etc."2
Notice that this definition emphasizes the things a
group of people hold in corrxtnon and that act as boundaries which set this group apart from other groups. Of
course, individual members within any social group
often differ from one another in many ways - how they

PARTOM:

foarcing to ruchpeople

groups

g

look, how they dress, in preference for certain foods,
sporb and hobbies. The point of our definition is that
there are certain overarchhg similarities such as those
named above that cause all individuals to feel at home
in one group as opposed to another.
These cuttural Unguistic and other similarities are the
basis upon which people communicate, interact and
influence one anotlier's values and way of life. fi,"y
give a group of people their special senseof identity, ttrat
seruie of being "we" as opposed to "they." They also are
the dimensions that need to be identified and incorporated into any evangelistic strategy.
r The Dema, a group of hunter-gatherers litring
in a remote area of theAfrican countryof
Zimbabwe, have a strong serure of groupness.
When one drild was mistreated in a
goverrunent school, the whole group pulled
up theirencampmenb and emigrated
elsewhere.
of Bombay jealously guard
their niche in society as the premier hotlunch
delivery men of the city. Oily fellow workers
from their own occupation caste are welcome
to join them. Oubiders applying for
employment do not stand a chance of being
accepted in this close-knit group.
The garbage collectors of Seoul, Korea live
and work together in their own communal
area. Ttrey are suspicious of and impervious
to oubiders who want to make contact.
These arel,uqt a few examples of the myriad of people
grolps found throughout the world and in every society
and nation. India alone has 3,000 major ethnii groupg

r
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and caste that can be fu*lrer broken down into many
thousands of more disdnct peoPle grflPs sudr as the
Dabawallahs above.
The City of Loe Angeles in the United States has
become h6me to well over 1@ language groupo fiom
aroturd the globe. In one sense thee are ethnolinguistic
peoples, but achrally wittrin broqder language gFouP
ingp are many more distinct pople gfoupe.

EXERCISES
Spend a few minutes ttrir*ing about thSplacewhere
you live and work Using the above definition of a
people group, how many distinct people gFolPs-can you
iaeriuty-z Iriake a list of as many as possible for your
society.
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Much of ourwork of senring Christ is aimed at communities as geographically-bounded societies. Is a pople group the eame thing as a comrrurnity? Ye and no.
If we rurdenstand a comrnrurity in ib root meaning as
people with comnron characteristics and intereste who
may live together in a partiarlar area, we are probably
talking about a people group. Howevet a comnudty is
often urderstood (or misundentood) more in a geographical sense as a village or town than in its primary
idea of social interaction based on comrton identity.
mie is where confusion may arise for ue as missionariee and development workerc. Avillage or town may
be inhabited by more than one peoPle FouP. When we
move into an urban or rural area to minister to ib reidenb, it is therefore essential to the impact, appropriatenees, and success o.f our ministry that we becoure
corucious of the divereity of people grouPe that may be
present, ratlrer than utwittingly hlnp them all together
according to geogrqphical criteria alone.

PART
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Slhat ls "People Group

fffinklngttr

people group thinking is an approach to ministry. It
- refers to that process by which those engaged in
evangelism and/or social service first become conecious
of the diversity of people groups in their society. They
then design and carry out ministry efforts that take into
account the uniqueness of the particular group or groups
withwhich theyhave chosen to work
firough the phrase is of our own modern concoction,
the concept, we believe, has its roots in God's strategy
for bringing redemption to the human race. Originally
it emanates from Yahwehis redemptive purpose which
dearly encomp,Nrses all the people groups of His world.
Fromthe callof AbrahaminGenesis 12 onward through
Bible history, God's concern has always been that the
blesing of His redemption flow to all peoples and to the
people groups within them.
The Hebrew word mishpaln in Genesis 1.2:3, often
translated either as "families' (KIn or "peoplesu (NlT\4,
can be more accurately rendered by an in-between social

@tegory like "communities" or "p@ple groupo." One
noted Hebrew scholar, E. A. Speiset author of the Anchor Bible Commentary on Genesis, rejecb the most
commonly translated "familiesrrin favor of "comrnunities.u According to him, mishpala's basic meaning is
"category elass or subdivision with the accent being on
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the idea of 'political communities."' The word ufamili€,u

he ttrinla, ryould have been oqrresed by another Hebrew terrr3
Rictrard Showalter affir:ns that this tenn is "most commonly used to describe a subdivision of a tribe or largen
people group...it is a social group smaller than a tribe,
but larger than a howehold."4 William Holladay's Hebrenr lo<icon agrees thatmishpalnin Geneeis 12:3 is best

translated as "subdivisions of ethnic and national
SFouIts.ns

In the rest of Scripture, mislryala is capable of considerable fledbility and latitude of usage, depnding upon
ib contocl It ie translated ethnically aB "clan " "tribe" or
ukindu
or "classes."
"people.u It is used sociologically as
In at least one instance it is used occupationally as
"guild."5
Notice how this usage parallels what hae been said
about the people group model forviewing humanldnd.
People groups are bound together by those things they
hold in comnon. They are comrnunities in the tnre sense
of thatword, partaking in a comnonlife together.
People Soups are also colored by shared ethnic or
tribal characteristics, though they are generally subdioisrions of such larger categories. firey may, in addition, be
united by sueh things as shared occtrpation, place of
residence and/or eocial clacs.
In saying these things, we are not necessarily arguing
for a tight one-to-one correlation between the terme
mishpatw and people group. Nor are we saying that the
eady Hebrews were sociological theorisb in advance of
their time. We are instead contending that people gFoup
thinking is not iust a modern sociological constnrct, but
has ib roob in the way that our Creator-Redeemer looks
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at His world and envisions His redemptive blessing
readring allof it

Worklng

fum

thB ittside

out

Tlrcse who learn to ttrir&inpeople group terms realize
the importance of coming to underetand their target
gpoup befure plaming any ministry to reach them. They
start with the people to be ministered to rather than a
prograrn to be administered. firey see the value of researdrbefore action. Ttrey come as learners willing tobe
taught by the members of the comrnunity, to enter into
their ocperience and see life through their eye.
Sudt Christian workers have an incarnational attihrde
a
- willingnees to diveet themselves of their preconcep
tioru and the baggage of their own ctrlttralbackground
in order to identify themselves humbly with the culture
of the target group. They design their etrategy from
wi.thin the context, rather than bring their set eolutions to
it.
Iesus spent almost 30 years humbly identifying with
His people group, the Aramaic-speaking GalileanJews
of Nazareth. Living and working among them as a
member of the community, He entered fully into their
oqrerience and unique way of looking at life. His teaching minisby that followed bears anrple witness to His
acute, empathetic understanding of this people group.
His parables, drawn as theywere from the rustic lifestyle
of the Galilean towns and countryside, enthralled His
aul no sermorc have since.
The Apostle Paul deliberately accommodated his

hearers

way

of living and presentation of the gospel to the particular
EFoup he was seeking to win for Christ (1 Corinthians
9:20)z 'To those under the law,I became like one under
the law (though I myself am not under the law) so as to
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winthoseunder the law." In otherworde,he started with
a people group he was trying to reach, attempting to
comrrunicate the gospel in a way that took into account
their partiarlar world view and thought fornrs. Compare his ministry approadres to the Athenian intellecfirds (Acb 17'2237), idolatrous Lystraru (Acts 14:1F17)
and orthodox fews (Acts tg:t6,.'41). It could be said that
in his deterrrination to understand and accom:nodate to
his target group, Paulwae instinctively practicing "people group thinking."

Malteo Ricci showeil us hout
Ivlatteo Riccl the sixteenth century fesuit pioneer missionary to China, spent 20 years identifying with and
coming to understand the people group he had chosen
to readr. The Mandarins were the elite class of scholaradministrators that had ruled the nation for centuries.
Recognizing that they would be an extremely strategic
group upon which to concentrate ministry, due to their
far-reaching influence, Ricciwas willing to pay the price
of mastering the Confucian dassics along with Chinee
history and philosophy in order to comprehend his target grouy's world view and to communicate Christ
within their frame of reference.
In this painstaking manne& he and his Jesuit colleagues managed to develop dose relationships with
many of the scholars. They succeeded in wiming large
numbers of literate, influential friends for the gospel
throughout China and made converts even among the
top rulers of the counfrry. tXtirnately, through Riccijs
successors, even the emperor of China was brought faceto-face with the claims of Christ and almost personally
embraced the Christian faith.

PART ONE: foaning to rachpeople
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Ricciis ministry is a vivi4 compelling illustration of
the power of people group thinking of the
of dearly defining a particular group we feel we ought
to reach and attempting to learn as much as possible
about themso as to ministereffectively to them.
Tlagically, two other orders, the Franciscans and Dominicans,liater entered China without ttre careful, well
ttrought-out people group fofls of Ricci and his associates. They did not bother to learn the language or wayg
of the Chinese, but instead immediatelybegan preadring
in the streeb, holding aucifixes aloft and calling upon
their perplexed Chinese hearers to repent.
Ttre Franciscans and Dominicans' blatant inseruitivity
and shrbborn unwillingness to understand and accommodate themselvs to Chinese ailtural practices were
certainly major factors in later disputes with the Iesuib
and eventual development of the Rites Controversy, a
disagreement between the missionaries and the Vatican
about the participation of converb in rite of ancestral
veneration. Sadly, it was this latter historical develop
ment ttrat caused the then emperor to expel all missionaries from China, repudiate Christianity and bring ruin
to the Chinese drurch.

Itis stillhappming
I was among a number of graduate students and
comnrunityvolunteers who learned the power of people
group thinking in planning ministry to young people in
a suburb of Chicago during the mid-1970's. We had
noticed the many youth who aimlessly wandered the
city on weekend nights, often getting embroiled in acts
6f vzldalism, dope dealing and other crimes. We decided to renovate an old house near the city center to
serve as a dropin place where young people could
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gather out of hanrr's way to enjoy each otlrer's comPany,
listen to Christian musical performel€, and eat free PoP
corn.
Our staff of adult volunteers sought to accep the
young people as they were, mdeavoring to lole, understand and listen to them so that we could fashion a
relevant Chrisdan response. Alnost unconsciotrsly in
our efforts to empathize and accomurodate otrrselve to
the youth subclrlhrre, we were practicing PeoPle grouP
ttrinking. Ttre resulb were apparent. Ivlany nighb 7GW
youth with tousled hai4 often smelling of mariiuana and
alcohol, descended on that old hotrse like bees to honey.

Other examples of people group oriented minishies

could be multiplied from around the world: Prison
Fellowship's work with prisonerc, Teen Challenge I Prograrns foi drug addicg, Graes Roob Mission'e efforb
among Tuip"i's toci drivers, or Y-lA/.r{lvl's.mission to the
prostihrtee of Amsterdam. No doubt you could mention
many more.
The important thing to note in dl sudr minishies is
*rat "people group thinkers" allow for ministry plaru,
projecls ind programs to spring forth from this iniarirational prbcess of entering into a comnrunity and
coming to inderstand them. Having comprehended
where they havebeen and where they are in their journey
towards God's better future, Chdstian workers can design ministries that He can use to hke them further along
in this direction.
Instead of acting inappropriately and irsensitively,
they can respond relevantly and pointedly to the PqctF
liar felt needs of their target grouP. No more are they
shooiing in the dark and hoping somehow to hit the
target.
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QUESrIONS
Do I really undenstand the comrnunity among which I
an ministering or plaming to minister? Have I put
prcgrams before people, action before learning? What
dranges of attitude and action willbe necssary for me
to make in order to more hnrnbly identify with the
people group I want to reac.h?

PART ONE: foatsingtoreachpeople groups 27

Some advantages to tlds
aPProach
for
-

those who want to minister more effectively to
people, there are a number of clearadvantages ot*nat
we call people ggoup thinking.

Ministry can b ecome holistic
People group thinkingbetter ensureg that ministry to
our target group will be holietic. Mudr has been said
about the need to bring evangelism and eocial responsibility into better balance, and yet Chrisfians are still
divided over the relationship between the two, and particularlyhow the two can be kep integrated in one
ministry.z More recently we have been faced with the
role of signs and wonders and power encounters and
how they fit togettrer with word and deed. Unfortunately, these three elemenb of Christian minisFy are
sometimes thought to be mutually o<dusive.
Evangelisb tend to stress prodamation of the gospel
message, development workem emphasize works of
mercy, and Charismatic healers the supernafural and
miraculous dimensions of ministy.
Tlrc people group approach enables holistic ministry
to take place without forcing evangelism, power encounter and social senrice into an either,/or dichotomy or
trichotomy. As we come to understand our target community in the totality of their life-way and felt needs, we
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wiU be better able to respond in a way that enables all
three to be naturally integrated.
The proportions of the mix will depend on where the
people group is in its journey towards the Kingdom. In
some situations, such as with a resistant Muslim group,
it may be necessary to deemphasize overt €vangelism
in favor of a grmter stress on works of mercy until
practical Christian caring has moved the group along to
a greater openness to the gospel. A qgret, unobtrusive
witnes shining through loving deeds of service is obviously the way to go in sudr a sifuation. Or, in the case of
an animistic tribe lirirg in the fear of evil spiritsr pow€r
encounter through healing or exorcism may need to
precede and authenticate the preached word.
Diagram#2

HOLISTIC MIMSTRY

,*:ffi|""/

(at@"r't)
\3-

Power
Encounters- a.,/

KINGDOM
OF GOD

sociit
Ministries

The people group approach enables us to go beyond
the fear or guilt which many feel at having to stress
evangelism, charismatic grfts, or social caring over and
against each other. All are valuable in differing proportions, depending on our target group's position in the
process of becoming all that God wants them to be.
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A missionary to the Masai tribe of Kenya perceived
the felt needs of this group to be education and health
care. By building scrhools and providing clinics, he met
their felt socioeconomic needs, and as a by-product, their
previously resistant attitude towards the Christian faith
has been changing. In recent years he hae been able to
strees evangelism in an all-out marureq, and the lvlasai are

now undergoing a significant people movement to
Christ.

QrrEs1:roNs
Are there churches, missions or development agencie

in your country that have effectively integrated

evangelism, signs and wonden ministry and social
senrice? If so, how have they been able to achieve this?
If they haven't, how might a clear people group foctrs
enable them to better keep evangelism, social caring and
sigru,/wonders ministry in better balance?
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It is more mmnageable
The people group approach makes ministry manageable. It breaks down the enornrow task of reaching the
world for Christ into manageable segmenb. David Barrett has estimated that hurnankind may be composed of
around 9,000 separate ethnolinguistic peoples.S'If this ig
so, there may be as many as 25,000 to 40,000 distinct
people groups. We do not know o<actly. But whether
there are 25,000 or 40,000, there are a finite number of
human groups to be served with the gospel.
As in major indwtries, where the most complex production processes are broken down into hundreds or
thousands of segmenb, eo utilizing the people group
approach, we can simplify the colossal job of ministering
to a needy world of over three billion unreached individuals. For a worldwide churdr of 7.7 billion professing
Christians to send out 25,000 or even 40,000 soss-cultural mission teams is not impossible, given the imnrense
resources of gifted people and finance with whidr God
has blessed His Church. World evangelization suddenly
becomes easierto visualize and manage!
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With this approach, different agencie and churches
fit into the worldwide ministry of the
Body of Christ. They can detennine what groups are the
neediest and prioritize them accordingly. It is easier to
see which groups they could best help given ttreir own
organizational shengths. They can better coordinate
their efforts with other agencies to avoid duplication of
precious resources and service.
can see where they

You can measure

it

People group thinking makes the ministry of the
worldwide church meaeurable. With research, we can
identify those groups the Body of Christ has already
been effective in helping. We can measure the advancement of God's Kingdom as people grouPs turn from
spirihral darkness to light and experience His slalont of
social and physical well-being. Tracking progress in this
way will enable churches and agencies to stay on course,
redirecting their minisbry to others when those people
gFoups to which they have previously directed themselves no longer need the s.rme attention.

It is the strategic uray
People group thinking is shategic. Instead of trying
to readr every individual in our target grouP ourselves,
outsiders can establish a cross-ctrlttlral beachhead by
ministering indepth to some. We then tnrst the Holy
Spirit to use the resulting believers, who as cultural
insiders can help their own people more effectively than
we ever could. This is particularly important for those
people groups still unreached by the spread of the gospel, since perhaps 80 percent of non{hristians are sep
arated by language and culttrdbarriers from churdree
and agencies that could reach them.
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Sudr thinking is aleo strategic because it focuses the
attention of the Church on the unfuished task As people groupo in need are rurcovered and their needs clarifie4 Christiaru are moved to respond by lifting up their
eye to eeefields whiteforharvetand to praythe Lord
of the harvest to eend laboren into that lrarveet. In this
manner people groupthinking is used by God to multiply ministry becauee through it He burderu believere to
get involved in meeting the needg of the world.

It

mcoarages people mooetnmts

People group ttrinking also encourage people movemente to Christ. Donald McGawan's drurch growttr
reeearctr revealed that the great majority of conversioru
to the Chrisdan faith have come through "people movemenb." According to him:
(A people group movemmt regulb fiom) the joint
decision of a number of individuals - whether five
or500

-

all from the sane people which enables them

to become Chrisdans without eocial dielocation
while remaining in full contact with their
non{uistian relatives, thus enabling other groupe
of that people across the years after euitable
instruction to come to eimilar decisions and fonn
Christian drurdres made up o<clusively of menrbem
of that people.9
As Mccawan has convincingly demonstrated here
and elsewhere in his writings, people movenenb minimize the tremendous social and cultural barriers to the
conversion of unreached groupe.
People group thinking encourages the emergence of
people movements and the effective hanresting of whole
groups of people for the Kingdombecawe it respects the
social relationships and decision-making processes
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within a society. It enables Chrisdan workere to keep
their foctrs upon winning the whole group rather than
i1lst isolated membens of it. firis kind of thinking opens
the door to the possibility of much more vigorous-dJurch
gfowth sincewhole segmenb of asociety arebrought to
Christ with their culfure and social stnrctures more or
less intact.
Kenneth Scott Latourette was obviously thinking in
these terurs when he wrote:
More and mor€nfe mustdreanin terms of winning
gtoups, not merely individuals. Too often with our
Protestant, nineteenth-century individualism, we
have torn mm and women one by one out of the
fardly, village, orclanwith the result thattheyhave
been permanently de-racinated and
maladjusted....Experience shows that it is much
better if an entire natural group - a family village,
caste or tribe - can come rapidly over into the faith.
Thatgives reinforcement to the individud Christian
and makes easier the Christianization of the entire
life of the comnunity.l0
People group thinkingmake possible thewinning of
whole groups because it constantly sees the immedirate
convercion of individuals in relatioruhip to the ultimate
readring of their entire sscial group. That is why it could
be said that people group thinkerg have a "hanrest mentality'- a concern for reaping a whole society for Christ
segment by segment, mudr as a fanner would bring in
his crop field by field. And itis certain that only this kind
of "whole group" mentalityand the holistic evangelistic
approaches that flow from it will be successful in winning significant pofioru of the great urueached blocs of
humankind.
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QTTESTTONS
Think of some other advantages orvalues of the people
Soup approach to ministry. How might this approach
be beneficial to the work of minisby in your society? To
your own ministry?
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Research and People Groups
The imperatioe of unilerctaniling
Coming to understand the people group we want to
reach is critical for planning and for ministry itself. If we
are to meet their deepest needs in the power of Christ,
we need to do our homework. It is surprising how many
missionary endeavors and development efforts begin
without sufficient understanding of their target groups.
History is littered with well-intentioned projects that
went awry because they were inappropriate or caused
outright offense to the receiving Foup, thus nullifying
their noblepu{poses. Whatis the answer? Howcan we
acq3rire such understandi"g? People group thinking
h"lpr us understand where to begin and what kind of
reearch is needed.
Research

I

Strateg-v

The oalue of researdt

lMinistrv

People
Group

for ministry

The word "reseatch" has an intimidatingly academic
ring to it that can scare off even the most sfudious of
Christian workers. In our mind's eye we see images of
laboratories filled with an assortment of glass beakens
and exotic gadgets for experimentation. Or, we imagine
fuirow-browed scholars squinting over musty m:rnu-
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scrip,ts, submerged in piles of books and docurnenb. But
res&nch for miriistry neea not conforrr to this forbidding

stereotype. Research for the development of more effective mihistry can be a p,ractical, down-totarttr activity in
which At df us are capable of engaging. It basically
coruiets of getting the necessary facte about the people
goup we intend-to minister to in order to develop
iriniStriee ttrat wilt be relevant to where they are, that
willscratchwhere they are itching, so to speak
Many busy missiorury and development worke-rs
who are already over-burdened with the incessant demands of ong6ing ministry may doubt the value of
inveting time and effort in a reearch endeavor. Perhape vou have your own resenrations on this score. Are
*d t6t suppoied to be out preadring the gospel and
caring for the needy?
Research, some m4y feel, if it is a valid part of C!+tian work, is somehow a less spiritual, even worldly,
approach to doing ministry. Certainly it is less valuable,
vie^might reason-than mgagng in tfie actual activity of
meetingthe needs of people.
But there is biblical precedent for putting researdr
before action an4 accoiding to Scipture, this priority
sprang from the command of God.
In Numbers 13:1-3, God commanded Moses to send
out a band of researchers to survey the land of Canaan
and ib peoples:
The lord said to Mose, send some men to explore
the land of Canaan which I am giving to the
Israelites. From each anceetral tribe send one of the
leadere. b at tluLatd's corrmand, Moss sent them
out... (emphaeismine)
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God comrnanded that the Israelites researdl the land
andits peoples befme attemping to enter because they
needed to have fachral information in order to develop
elfective military strategies and successfully conqu&
these peoples. It is tme ihat their mission, ttie elimination of Canaan's wicked inhabitanb, is quite different
from ours, the evangelization of unreiched people
groups. But the principle of putting reearch-before
action remairu the same.
Notice that Moses eent the twelve spies out with a list
of specific questions to be answered. Numbers 13:77-20
reade as follows:
When Mosee sent them to ocplore Canaan he sai4
'lC- tp through theNegev ani into the hill country.
See what the land is like and whether the people who
live there are strong or weak, few or many. What
kind of land do they live in? Is it good or bad? What
kind of towns do they live in? Are they unwalled or
fortified? How is the soil? Is it fertile or poor? Are
thse tree on it or not?"
firere may have been other questions Moses gave
them to answer. This is probablyjust a brief sumnary.
But there are two important poinb to note. Firut, this
researdr surrrey was a God{onceived project that would
be of cnrcial relevance to their miesion - taking lrosseseion of the land of Canaan. Secon4 the reearrch en4eavor was given a priority in time to the activity of the
later conquest.
Why does so much of today's ministry go astray,
ineffectively falling on deaf ears? One reason could lte
that we have ignored this reeardr priority and phurged
into eeryice without first understanding our target peoPle.
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Research is not somethingunspirifiralor irrelevant to
the business of minisky. It is rather the essential foundation for strategic, effective ministry. ff we do not first
come to understand the people we seek to reach, how
can we plan to communicate the gospel in a way that
strike a responsive cord, that makes sense to them in
their unique life situation and particular vexing neede?
It is like ehooting in the dark and hoping that if we fire
in enough different directions, one shot may hit the
bullseye. Someone has amusingly described much contemporary Chrisdan communication:
Christian communication is like a blunderbuss.
For all our muss and fuss,
We fire a monstrous charee of shot,
And sometime hit, but uiostly not.ll

QUESrIONS
Reflect on your own feelings about research. What
resen'ations do you have about engaging in it? What
other values do you see in research-based ministry?
What research (if any) is being done on the people
groups in your nation? How are churches and agencies
making or not making use of it?
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rese arcl,

Having asserted the value of giving research priority
in ministry, it is also necessary to emphasize that minisky-related research never be allowed to become an end
in itself. It is a common failing of many research efforb
to accumulate information for information's sake, losing
sight of the original purpose of the data-gathering. Some
estimates are that up to 50 percent of research in the
business world ends up collecting dust on a shelf and
exerts no impact on corporate decision-making. It is
essential to realize that the research data gathered in
Numbers was used to develop military strategy in
Joshua. Ioshua, the researdler, later became foshua, the
general Even military scientisb of today recognize the
brilliant strategist he was.
As Christian workers, our stress should be on applied
research - in only doing the amount of research necessary to develop a sound ministry strategy. We have
found that a better question to guide research efforts is,
'\Alhat difference does it make?" rather than, 'How well
can I know it?" In other words, we should be interested
not iust in amassing a body of knowledge, but in seeing
the data's implications for ministry.

U
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Reearchneede to give rise to stsatery,whidrinfifir
results in actual, enhanced ministry. One good definition of applied research is that it is an effort to sttpply
missing oqrerience, oqleience we will need to do the

task
Anational unreached peoples prciect for a nation in
Africa was completed a couple of yeare ago. fire re
searchen did a superb job of identifying unreadred people groups, gathering data on these groups and
publishing manrelous volunes baeed on their work
Unfortunately, the research was not done by thoee who
would use it-thechurchworkere and evangelists -so,
until recently, most of it remained on library shelve,
unused for the work on the field.
Because the researchers were not involved in the work
of field ministry, tlrey never made the traruition from
research to strategy to ministry. By contrast, a survey
done of an African city sectrred the cooperadon and
sponsorship of the drurctree in the city well in advance,
and then fed them resulb as things progresed. Ttre
drurches became vitally intereeted in the research procese and incorporated ie frndings into their ongoing
ministries.
Researctr findings need to be in the hands of those
Christan workers who will actually use them in ministry. It is imperative that even before the research commences, those who will use the findings decide how the
results will be used to guide ministry efforts. How is
what we will learn about this people group going to
affect the way we minister to them? What do we need
to know to develop a sound shategy for reaching them?
What is it we don't know that we need to know? How
muclr can we learnbefore we begin ministry?
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In order to keep frombeing eidetracked by the myriad
of possible reearch pursuib involving the people group
we have droselr to shrdy, it is necessary fromthe very
oubet that we deterrrine our precise researdr purpose
and the kinds of datawe will need to fulfill *rat purpose.
One seasoned researdrer benoang the arnbiguity of ob
jectives that clraracterizes so mudr research endeavor:
It is an bccupational traif of research novices to
want to 'shrdy the world,' the so-called shotgun
approadr to researclu...Failure to ddne efficimtly
leads to amassing ctrpboards full of data.12
If our puqpose is to develop an effective ministry to a
local people group, wewillneed to confine otrreelves to
gathering information that bears directly on that objecthe decision-making process of the
group may be germane to our queeb but knowing how
they like their favorite foods prepared may not be. It is
helpful to turn our Fr{pose into a question; indeed, the
whole research proces involvee asking the right questions to acquire the spcial kinds of information required. Using the orample above, we might forrnrlate
our question in this way: "What are the particular characteristics of the group that will affect the way we ap
proadr theur with the gospel?"

You

will ttrhk of your own way of phrasing your

researclr queetior; but the important thing ts to ilo it
becauee it will keep you foctrsed on your otact pupose.
Don Douglas, a fonner colleague at NIARQ adds this

insighb
The quesHons that one asks in pursuing atrswen ar€
of utmost irrportance. Often, we are not really dear
about what it is we want or need to know. This ig
because we have not refined adequately the central

queetion regarding what we are trldng

b

discover.
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Alack of darity orfuzdnes tn the statement of the
queetion that we are ad&essing will produce fu%y

Brilb.

Perhapo more Christian researdr hasbeen lese than
usefulfor this reason than any other. What is needed
by way of inforrradon is ill-conceived because we do
not know exactly what it is we need to know.
Coneequently, there is little usable rezult in our
atbmpt at rcearch. The point is to sharpen the
quetion and limit it, eo that it addreeses our need
freclsety. Ashotgun apprcach doee notresult in rifle
acorracy when it comee to researrc.h.r3

EXERCISES
Tbke a few minutes now to reflect on the PeoPle SouP
you have chosen. What do you need to know to plan a
strategy to reach them? Write your research pr4rose and
then hrrn it into a specific reeearch queotion.

Ttrrn to Part T\uo for a treahent of practical Procedures for researching a people group in the field.
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Plannlng a stratellf that works
we have come to understand a people group
O1..
through

research we are in a befter position to
develop a strategy to minister to them. But what is a
strategy? Whyis it important to have one? And howdo
we go about designing one?

fustwhat is a strategy?
What is a strategy? Ttre dictionary defines it as a
careful plan, or more specifically, the art of devising or
employing plans to readr a goal.
Origindly the word comes from a Greek terrr meaning "generalship,' that is the science and art of military
command exercised to meet an enemy in combat. We
could surn up the military idea of theword as the careful
plaruring necessary to fight a war in order to attain the
ultimate goal of victory.
Most of us have seen war movies in whidr the general
or admiral pictured was studying a chart on the wall and
considering how the whole operation ought to be conducted. Failure to plan maneuveni carefully, foresee
dangerc, and above all, keep the final objective in view
will result in disaster and ultimate defeat. Eventhough
successful in winning some smaller skirrrishes, the commander will lose the war. Good strategy, therefore, is
related to long-range planning and foresight.
We practice strategic planning not only in war but in
all areas of life. Even in mariage, we (or our parents)
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ernploy a strategy in finding the right parho for us. In
suCh a coruequential matter no one can afford not to
ocercise foresight and plan properly. At one shge in my
premarital days, I becarne infahrated with a young
woman without ttrinking dearly ahead what mariage
with her would be like, particularly since I had felt God'e
call into missions. My wise old pastor tookme aside one
day and sai{ "Iohn, tlrcre are worse things than being
singlet" With his cooler, calmer perspective he could see
my pureuit of her would be a bad marriage strategy.
We utilize strategy, whether consciously or not, in
deciding the career*ewillpursue, horrr many children
we will have and how they willbe educated. We want
to make wise decisionsbecause of the long-range effects
they will have upon us and our families, eo we think and
plan carefullybeforehand the best way of accomplishing
life goals. This is strategy.

How lt can enhance your mlnistry
Having said all this, it is strange that many Christian
workers do not have a clear etsatery for ministry. lvlany
of us do not employ long*ange plaruting foreeeing
where we want [o be, what we want to have accomplished one yea& five yeare or ten yeare down the road.
We are busy preacling the gospel, carrying out socral
service activities of onesortoranother-and thisis good
- but we do not know where, besideg heaven, we ultimately want to arrive.
Several years ago while serving in Malaysia,I gave
my time and involvement, along with other Christian
leaders, to a mass media evangelistic campaign. It wae
reported to have been highly successful in other citie so
w6 decided to lend it orlr support. lvlany pastors and
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churche were involved and gave heavily of their time,
enerry and money.
The campaign appealed to a certain segment of the
population - English-educated young people - and
there were many "decisions" from among this group.
HoweveX, very few became disciples and were integrated into the churches. On top of that, 50 percent of
the population, the Muslims, were incensed by this culturally insensitive approach.
If we pastors and missionaries had thought strategically and exercised foresight in visualizing the probable
impact of the campaign, as far as the likely number of
disciple that would be made and the adverse reaction
by the Malay Muslims, we would not have employed
this standard, pre-packaged approach to our unique,
ailturally diverse city. We would have developed longrange evangelistic strategies for each of the distinct social

and cultural groups that took into account their uniqueness as grouPs.

Diagram#4
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When we busy ourselves with ministry activities
without taking the time to do long-range planning we
are applying tactics without strategy. 'Thctics" is another
military tenru It is defined as a method of employing
forces in combat, such as when infantry movemenb are
deployed to secure a particular section of the battlefield.
Good tactics are important. No war can be won without
them. However, they need *re overall direction that a
strategy supplies. Otherwise, they form a chain of unrelate4 uncoordinated events that do not contribute to that
one supreme purpose we are trying to actrieve.
Stratery infonns and guides tactics so that each tactical action counts. The Apostle Paul was talking about
the relationship of strategy and tactics when he affirmed
that he didn't "run like a tnan running aimlessly" or
.fight like a man beating the air" (1 Corinthians 9:26).
Each tactical activity, whether it was preaching teaching
or healing he applied as part of a larger strategy to bring
the peoples, the Gentiles of the Roman Empire, to faith
infesusChrist. Thctics were important, but they had to
fit into his long-range plan.
Today, most of us engaged in ministry are good tacticians, but we are generally weak as strategists. We may
be gifted in sharing the gospelwith individuals or from
a p1affornr. We may be effective in organizing relief,
development or childcare progranrs, but have we ever
sat down and, in thoughtful dependence on the Holy
Spirit, drawn up a long-term stratery for our ministry?
Many Christian workers have no such concept of strategy other than a vague notion of serving Christ and
being His instnrment to reach others for Him. It is not
about what we
until we b"gtn thinking and
in the future that a clear
would like to see
strategy of ministry will begin to crystallize.
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Strategy is concerned about the future and what it
gught to_loof like according to God's revealed purposes
for mankind. One ministry strategist put it [his-way:
"Strategy is an attempt to anticipate the future. 0t is) orlr
statement of faith as to whatwebelieve the future should
be like, and how we should go about reaching that
future."14

_Strategizing about ttre futtre is an act of faith. lvlany
Chdstians feel it is presumptuow and unspiritual tb
carefully plan for the future. That is God's business. But
it is clear from Scripture that both God and man have a
part in bringing about the future. Proverbs 16:9 nys,
'The mind of a man plans his way, but the Lord direcb
his eteps." God expecb us to use our minds to plan our
way in accordance with His revealed word. Thays strat-

ew.

, As we implement our strategy, He promises to dircct
the outworking of that shategy, and perhaps modify it
as we go, just as He did with Paul in his lvlacedonian
vision experience. But the important thing is that a
sbategy provides us with direction as we travel towarde
the futtre. It is like a road map or a compass. Tlrose who

fly to other parts of ilre woild traveion planes with

precision maps and compasses enabling them to fly half
way around the world across vast exparces of ocean and
to land right on target at the airport. Aministry strategy
will do ttre same for your serviie for Christ.
Shategizing about the future enables the building of
new vision. From time to time, we need to use our
imaginations to envision the limitless possibilities of
God's working through us. Ephesians 3:20 says,'God ig
able to do far more abundantly ttran all we can ask or
think, according to the power at work wiilrin us."
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To paraphrase a ehtement of Cho Yonggi, pastor of the

uGod's people needjo
world's largest ctrurctr in IGrea:

allow themselveo to dreanr, that i8 to imagine what is the
greatet thing Cod could do through me, then askHim
to ao it and He will" Strategizing in faith about the
futrue opens the door to new possibilitieo we have never
dreamed of before.
Another for:n of direction a strategy provides i8 helP
in decidingwhatwe will tot do. There are a host of good
activities ihat can soak up our time and divert ue fiom
that one most strategic objeCive. A strategy enables ug
to concentrate all our resources onwhatwe have determined is the essential taek we need to performThe apoetle Paulwas singleminded, even ruthles, in
foctrsinf a[ his efforts on completing the task God had
given hlm (Acb 2024). What i8 ttnt one thingyou ought
to concentrate you whole being on attaining?
Clausewitz, the great Prussian military strategist, said
something that is as tnre in evangelistic ministry as in
war:
The best etrategy is always to be very shong..nt-tlu
diainioe point...f\erc is no more imperative and no
simpler law for strategy than to leep !rye forc3s
conhtrated. No portion ib to be separated from the
main body unlese called away by sogtg -urgen!
necessity... all forcee which are available and
destined for a strategic object ehould be
simultmeotuly appHen to it... compressed into one act
and one movem6nt (emphasis mine).ls
Inthe serule that ministry to needy people is a war of
a different kin4we would do wellto heed this admonition. We need to concentrate all our energies and efforb
on what we have detennined is the strategic, decisive
object
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Diagram#5

STRATEGY MOVES US
TOWARD THE GOAL
Shategic Obiective
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So how do we develop such a ministry stratery? Is
there a planning model that will work with any people
group?

Usingthe Sogaafil Scale
Viggo Sogaard, building on the work of others, has
developed the latest and most workable tool for plotting
the position of a community in its spiritual journey and
planning a ministry strategy to move themr toward the
Kingdom.l6 Ttre Sogaard Scale also works iust as well
to picture a people gtoup's prog:ress towards a Hter
socioeconomic fufure. For this reason, we can use it to
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plan a ministry that will be tnrly holistic, combining
evangelism and social service into an integrated shategy.
fire scaleconsisb of two axes as pictured inFigureA.
The vertical axis depicts the people grouy's knowledge

of Christ and His gospel. The amount of knowledge
increases as the ocis moves upward. The horizontal ocis

describes their attitude towards what they know of
Christ and His way. Degrees of negative attitude are
pictured on the leff positive on the right.

A
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As Chrisdan workers, whether in evangelism or developmentwork, our ultimate goal is to bring our target
group to the.experience of Christ and the blessings of
Kingdom living. The grouy's knowledge of Christ and
their attitude towards what they know are crucial factors
determiningboth the present position of the comnrunity
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in relationship to His Kingdom and whether they will
ever arrive at its door.
Through research procedures described earlier and in
Part T!vo, we can come to understand where our grouP
fib on the scale. We can then envision a procees of
ministry that will both increase their knowledge of
Christ and create a more positive attitude towards what
they know of Him" lf, for ocample, our target comrunity is an octremely resistant group, we might portray
their position as in Figure B. Their knowledge of the
g6pel is minimal, both due to illiteracy and antagonistic
religious teaching.
FigureB
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During the course of our investigation of this coffirrnity (using the same ocample), we might discover that,
due to severe drought in the region, their greatest need
is for easily accessible water. Their women and children
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are spending houre each day hauling water from one of
the
sources of eurface water. Obviously,

last

if we as Chrisdanworkers canhelp this comrrnurity get
a well drille4 their aftitude towards Christianity wiltbe
dunged becoming les negative. (Such a shift in atti!ude, even in groupo with prior resistance to the gospel
has often been the resultof Christianrelief and develop
mentefforb.)
We may not have mudr opportunity at this stage to
prodaim the gospel verbally, but we can assuredly know
that definite progress will be made in Uris communit5/s
movement towarde Christ. We can envision this progreos on the Sagaard Scale in Figure C.

FigureL
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In cooperation with a drurch in a neighboring community, we plan to furstihrte a literacy project for adults.
This will further confirur in the minde of the group the
loving concern of Christians, breaking down more preiudice and building a fuvorable attihrde toward the sponsoring church. It will also prepare them to read the
Scriptures we plan to dishibute to deepen their knowledge of the Savior. Otrr stratery for moving the group
furtlrer along towards Christ canbe pichrred (see Figure
D) as positive movement in boft vstical (knowledge)
and horizontal (attitude) directions.
FigureD
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Just as the right mixture of gas and air ignite the
combustion that drives an engine, so actual convension
to Christ occurs when the Holy Spirit utilizee the opi-
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mum mix of adequate knowledge and positive aftihrde
to prompt the hearb of the people to respond to His
wooing. Both ourholistic strategizing coupled with the
Spirifs energizing are used by God to bring the comnrunityto faithand fullnese of Kingdomliving.
FigureE

MOVINGAPEOPLE GROI'P
TOWARDS CHRIST
PartThree
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The Sagaard Scale may thus be used to plan a sequence of ministry efforts that enable w to see visually
and maintain the appropriate relationship between
evangelism and social responsibility at each stage of a
people group's Kingdom odyssey. We do not need to
feel guilty about stressing one more than the other for a
time, knowing that we do so as part of an integrated,
long-range strategy that will leave neither out over tlre
long run and that God wilt ultimately use to reveal His
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son. We know that each sequence is iust as valuable
because it serves our overall pulpose of moving the
group towards the final destination redemption and
participation in the Kingdom.
By utilizing a tool like the Sagaard Scale, we keep the
purpose of ourministrydearlydefined and before us so
as not to lose sight of it in the disbaction of intervening
activities. We are also now in a better position to set
measurable goals for our ministry for each stage of the
grouy's journey. Measurable goals keep us on track
towards achieving our purpose and give us a means of
holding ourselves and others accountable for our ministry. We can then better coordinate with the efforb of
other agencies and churches so all can better see where
they fit in the whole process (see Figure F).

-

FigureF
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Ttris diagramwillneed tobe redrawn periodically as
conditions change and progress is made. Buteachtime
we do so, it is an opporhurity to comnrunicate with
othere where we see oru repective roleg and plarc in
relatioruhip to one another, fttting together in a way that
God can use ultimately to bring our intended grcup to
Christ.

EXERCISE
Think of the group you are intending to reach. Where
would you plot their present position on their Kingdom
journey? Now develop a sequenced ministry stratery
that will both meet their needs and take them towards
ihe Kingdom. The following seb of a:(es are for this
PurPose.

Nasre of People Group:
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Settingministry goals

l**'-ltl ""*l.l'r""'}
a

STRATEGY

You have just had the o<perience of thinking through
process you and other Christian workers might employ

to move your people group further along towards
Christ's Kingdom. You now need to think through how
you will put this stratery into operation. Often we fail
to achieve our purpose in ministry because we do not
pin ourselves down in writing beforehand.
Mssionaries and evangelists frequently have a vague,
general purpose in mind. For example, "to bring God's
word to this nation" or "to reach this city for Christ." But
unless a purpose is clearly defined and operationalized
through measurable goals and practical plans of actiorL
it remains nothing more than a pious wish or a noble
intention.
An effective strategy is therefore composed of a clearly
defined purpobe, measurable goals, marking progress
toward fulfillment of that purpose, and practical action
plans as to how we will go about attaining our goals to
make accomplishment of the overall purpose possible.
We will also need to consider what resources, both
human and material, will be necessary and how we will
go about finding and utilizing them.

Below is an example of how we might define our
purpose, set measurable goals, design practical action
plans, and target utilizable resources to reach the Tuareg
people of the Sahara.
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OuTPLJRPOSE le:

To establish a cell of believers among the Muslim
Thareg people of the Sahara inNorthMali

Otu GOALS to adrieve this PURPOSE are:
Learn to ride a camel! (August 1989)
Speak the Tirareg language. (April 7990)
Using a grant from the ABC Development
Agency, replace livestock lost during the
recent drought. (lvlay 1990)

r
r
r
r

r
r
r
r

Develop friendships with one nomadic Soup.
(ure 7990)
Understand their way of looking at the world
and felt needs. (December 1990)
Share the gospel message with ten families.

(anuary

1991)

Establish a Bible study group. March 7991)
See a cell of 20 believers meeting regularly for
worship and fellowehip. $une 7991)
Notice how all of ttrese goals are measurable by time
and quantity. In this way we have claiified exactly what
we plan to do and can monitor whether we are accom1>
lishing our goals effectively. Sudr goals keep us on track
and help ushold ourselves accountable for the accomplishment of our overall purpose.
Measurable goals also give us an incentive to prayer
and dependence on God. I{ithout Him we would be
unable to realize our purpose. Yet it is amazing how God
works when we clarify our o<act goals and hrrn them
into prayer. Clearly it is His will for this people group
to be readred, and He will Adde us in the outworking

il
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and implemenhtion of our go&, poosiblymodifying
FA(I.I$

Tlu

and changing our direction in the Process. Remerrber
Prroverbs 16:9 and Paufs Macedonian ocperience. We
need both to stsategize with our God-givbr minde and
also allow Him to lead us as we turn thee goals into
prayer.
Otrr action plaru would concern the details of howwe
plan to accomplish our goals by the proposed date.
What would two practical plaru of action looklike that
comelnnd to goals oneand two above?

Ourplane of ACIIONto acconpllshthese GOALS are:
r Hire Ahma4 the carnel driver, to give riding
lesons twice a week for the nort eix weeks.
r Buy Tirareg tapes and listen to therr for two
houre daily.
r Enroll in the North African Language Institute

fordasse three times aweels.
Other practical plaru of action could be developed for
each of the goals we have outlined above. How might
we find and allocate resources to carry out our sbatery

fortheTbareg?
thatwiUbe needed are:
Otlrer Christianworkers:
ABC development workers & two laY
evangelisb from Grace Chrrch.

RESOITRCES

r
r

Ndaterid:
$5,000 grant for livestock replacement

from ABC Dwelopment Organization
Carnel to be donated by Grace Churdt.
Fees for language shrdyand pereonal
support totalling $5,000 Per year for the
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noct three years (Ask Hope Chulctt
Board for their assistance).

Now,let us give you the opportunity to go through
the eame procees for the people group you have determined to reach. In a sentence or two, dearly define the
purpose of your ministry. What do you expect to
achieve, say in the next five years? It is this overall
purpose thatyouwant to keep in mind always. It should
spring from the vision of your heart for this people
8FouP.

MyPURPOSE ie:

As you contemplate that Errpose, imagine what are
the stepping stonee ttrat will take you toward its fuIfillment. What willyou have to do first, second, thir4 and
so on, to achieve that minisby purpose? Now indude
datee and quantities wherever it is possible so that it may
becanre a concrete, tangible strategy by whidr you and
your Christian colleagues can hold yourselves accountable.

My GOALS to adrieve this

PLTRPOSE are:
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My plans of ACTION to accomplish these GOALS are:
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RESOITRCES that

will

to reachpuple

be needed are:
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You have now had the experience of thinking through
a strategy for reaching you people grouP on paper. In
the process you nay come to realize how much more you

need to know about your target FouP. For instance, if
you are going to discover their unique way of looking at
the world and eome partiarlar felt needs you hope to
meet duringyourminfutry, you will need to discoven that
infornration. As you discovermore about the group, that
infonnation in turn will affect your planning and the
way you approach your minisky.
How can we go about getting this exba knowledge?
How can we practically go about the task of rysearching
our people group? Part T\tro of this book will help you.
It provides some down-to-earth tools that Christian
wo-rkers can use to get the infonnation needed to guide
their minishy.

PartTwo
PITACTICAL
PROCEDURES
FORPEOPLE
GROUP

THINKING
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fhe
-

research procedures that $'ill be decribed are
offered as sufgestions only. You may pickand ctroose
any that would be useful in your situation. Just as a
handyman does not make use of all the tools in his bag
for aparticular job so you should not feel obliged to use
allof themIn this
have drawn together the thinking and
experience of a number of field reearchers besides myeelf, putting emphasis on those methods that could be
most easily put into practice by Christian workers and
which would be most applicable for Christian mission.
If there is a section that does not appeal to you, go on to
another. But don't get scared off by the idea of "research." It can revolutionize your ministry!

pd,I

Diagram# 6

PRACTICAL PROCEDT'RES FOR
PEOPLE GROIJP THINKING
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Suneytng Documents and
Experts
I

fhat a tragic waste of time and effort it is not to draw
upon the knowledge and o<pertise of othens. lvlany
Chrisdan workers plunge into ministry efforts in
ignorance of valuable sources of infonnation on their
target group whictr are easily accessible inwriting orby
hlking with those who already understand the group in
question. firey could conhibute vahrable insighb that
would help unlock the door to our target group by
providing us with an enby strategy for moving into
deeper research and more relevant ministry.
University libraries and other private or gov€rnmental research institutions often have a wealth of pertinent
inforrration iust waiting for a curious inquirer. Iust tell
the librarian or curator of your interest in the particular
people group you plan to investigate and ask for suggestions on relevant books, artides and other documents
that may bear on the subject He or she ehould be eager
to assistyou.
You might also ask whether he or she knows any
profeesors, researchers or ruriversity students who have
etudied the group in question and whom you could
interview. Sometimes anthropologrsts, sociologisb or
faculty members in other disciplines have devoted effotts in field reeearch to the same group or a related
gFoup and could give you invaluable advice on how to

il
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proceed. Ttrey could recommend other knowledgeable
people or written resources you ought to consult firey
also might be able to put you in touch with key members
of the target group with whom you could begin to ctrltiwill guide you
vate a relationship. Be assured that
and will open up marvelous serendipities in the process.
Reeearching a people group is like the work of a
detective looking for clues or a diver searching for
sunken treasure. Itis an o(citing and stimulating procesg
as one bit of information brings new enlightenment and
opens up thewayforother avenueo of inquiry.
Surveying relevant documenb and people with expertise is a good preparatory step to answering your
reearch question - the question you have detennined
is critical to the development of your ministry stratery.
It is a way of looking at your target group from the
oubide, like peering through a window into a house.
While it is a valuable begiruring and may show us how
to make an initial approach to the Foup, we also need
to get an insider perepective that only personal contact
with members of the group can afford. Otrbide research
enables us to peer into awindow and even open the door,
but we must actually go inside if we are to gain a clear
perception of what lies within. This is the kind of inside
perspective thatthe following procedures openup to us.

ffi
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The Parttctpatory Evaluatlon
Process
Process (pEP) as

utilized
World Vision* takes its inspiration from the kind
of people group thinking expressed in the following
poem by lames Yen, one of the earliest originators of a
participative approach to development.
Participatory Evaluation
fhe
-by

Go to the people
Live among the people
Learn from the people
Plan with the people
Workwiththe people
Start with what the people know
Build on what the people have...l7

In PER we recognize that the people we hope to
meaningfully touch for Christ are ocperts on themselves
and their own life situation. If we want to relevantly
relate the love and tnrth of lesus to them, we must go as
learners to live among them and learn from them. We
need to listen to them descibe their own reality,life as
they see it with all its problems and challenges. Iudy

r

World Vision International is a Christian humanitarian
organization located in Monrovia, C-alifornia, with proiecb in
over8O countries.
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Hutchinson, one of the practitionerc of World Msion:s
PEP approadu describes the proceos:
One of the leseons we have learned ie that the
comnrunity knowu very well who they are as well as
what their needs and probleurs are. Butwe have to
be able to get to the level of the comnrunity and slrare
sttfficiently with them to give them tnrst to bring out
who they are and what their neede are.l8

In order to bring out who the members of our people
group are and discern their real needs, PEP advocatee
two phases of learning with the people desciption and
investigation.

Desuiption
After establishing sufficient rapport with various
members of the community, gather as many of them as
possible together for a session of selfdescription. Over
the course of a couple of hours, using large sheee of
paper and marker p€N, ask them to cooperate in drawing a picture or map of their comrnunity. AU should be
encouraged to participate in featuring dwellings,roads,
paths, wells, gardens, temples, shrine
whatever is
eignificant to them about their life in that place.

-

After the corporate drawing is finished, ask them to
dessibe orally what they have drawn and why they
have depicted things as they have. Ttris should provoke
a lively discussion. Do not dominate, but facilitate the
process. Ask questions and let the people talk freely. All
of you will learn volumes as they talk back and forth
iimong themselves affirrring and contradicting what
has been said and drawn. In Ed Dayton's Tlnt Eorywte
IuIay Hur: Workbook, produced by lvIARC, you will furd
a variety of questions that can be introduced opportunely ai tt e discussion flows along. 19

-
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The completed picture cal be atrixed prominently to
a nearby wall eo ill can refer to it as tlie seosion progreos6. During this description phase, what wdare
striving to do is to understand characteristics of the
people and the place in which they live.

Inoestigatlon
During the second phase of harning you investigate
f,*g with comnrunity memben the r[tiue of the plob
leurs and neede that confront them. What do they want
todrange about theirlife situation? perhaps the c6mnuhfAme needs to be improved - a b'etter garbage
11ty
must be woiked out and latriie prL
*.p":try:tem
vijed.
Perhapo you will discover they are living in fear
of a certain spirit or are oppressed by absentee landlords.
In an inner city neighborliood the pievalence and fear of
crime may require helping to aeate some eort of crime
prevention scheme.
Any felt neede of this kind are an entree into holistic
Ttt*hy. Orr integrity ag those who represent Christ
demands our willingnbs to join in their'stnrggle for a
better life.
In order to deterrnine which problems are the most
pressing,- members of the peopl-e group should be encouraged to carry out their own-research proiect If
sufficient intereet and concern are generated Uyine aisctrssion, they can devise a list of questions to ask othere
F S" comnurnity to find out honi the group as a whole
{S.F. In this way-, we gnsure $eateiparf,cipation on
their part in rectiiying the problems thit are fdentified.
W9.als9. are letting them taGcharge of their own detiny
rather than paternalistically doing what we think is gooa
pr therr. Their dignity ae aeatures of God and fefbw
humanbeings is upheld.
.
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From this process we come away with a deeperunderstanding of ihe people group anil solid relationshipe.of
bve and caring lmougtr-whiiA the gospel can flow with
real relevance ana efect. Aministry strategy will naturally begin to emerge that is not imposed upon the grolP
froir ttie outside Fut arises from the inside. It will be
appropriate rather than forced and will meet actual
nieids rather than just perceived ones. 20
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The Ethnographtc Approach
use what is called the "ethnographic
-finthropologists
-approach" to come to understand a specific people
group. Ttris approach is somewhat parallel to PEP yet
provides us with extra tools to gain a deeper
understanding. We can utilize both procedures
complementarily as wemoveinto a communityto serve
them with the gospel.
Ethnographyis thestudy of theculture of a particular

group of people and the description of that culture usually in written fornr. Ttre goal of ethnography is to "grasp
the native's point of view, his reliation to life, to realize
his vision of-his world."2l
Using this approach,we adopt the role of learners and
let themembers of the group inwhichwe are interested
teach us about life as they see it. In this way it is similar
to PEP. We need to start with a frank admission of
ignorance about our target group so that we will be
completely open to what they will reveal to us about
their peculiar way of perceiving reality. We must learn
to listen, ask questions and listen, listen, listen some
more.
As one anthropologist puts it, ethnography is a lot like
cr5ptography, the deciphering of codes. The idea is to
observe, listen and probe enough so that the investigator
willbe able to understand the hidden meanings behind
what he sees and hears. The realm of a grouy's cultural
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knowledge is like a vast icebergbelorv the eurface tip of
ib outward behavior in the world.22
Much of thie knowledge ie assumed ortacitlyheldby
group members as insidss. Therefore, we will need to
probe and make inferencee fromwhatwe obeerrre them
doing and hear them saying. Gradually as we imnene
ourgelves in the life of the group and docurnent our
findings, a "orltural map" will begin to take shape in our
mfuds and on our note pads a map that reflects the
patterns by whidr that people group ordere ib lifei a map
that will eventually take us and others with the gospel
to the very threshold of their hearb.
firere are a number of field tedrnique thatwill enable
us to produce sudr a ctrlturalmap fromwhidr strategies
of minisey can be developed. You will have the opporhmity to employ some of thee teduriquee during the
recommended ocercises that follow.

-

Systenatic obseruation
The firet and most fundarnenal mearu of gathedng
data on a people group is through systematic obseryation. We can learn a lot about a group by watching them
in a variety of life situations, noting their actions, reactione, and interactioru, socially and individually. Obeervation is an essential part of scientific investigation. In
the scientific metho{ hlpotheses or hunches are deduce4 tested by observation and refonnuliated into theories according to the evidence uncovered. In the same
way, careful, repeated observation will confirrn or overthrow the inferenceo we have developed about the culhrre of our people group.
One of the most simple, practical ways you can begin
reearching a people group is to choose one social situation such as a street scene, restaurant, provision shop,
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religious ritual or any other situation that is accessible to
you and where you can remain fairly unobtrusive. Ob
sen/e what is happening with the people, objecb and
evenb in that situation.
One social researcher advises us to ask ourselves,
'\Arhat is going on here both above and below the eurface
in people's interactioru with one another?" Whaturupoken ctrltural rules are operatingthatyou can detectftom
obsenving their behavior and speedrt23 Write down
yotr obsenratioru of what is happening and your inferences as to why people are behaving as they do. Do it at
the same time or imnediately afterrnrds, while it is
fresh in your mind. firen move to another eocial situation and repeat the process.
Direct observation followed by intenriewing someone
who can answer questioru that emerge from your study
is a good way of chec*ing your inferences. (e.g., Why
did the priest make that partiarlar gesture at thit point
in the ceremony? What is the meaning of ttrat part of the
ritual?) Obeervation, therefore, provides a helpful starting point foruncovering those questioru you need to aek
during laten interviewe with informanb.
Obsen/ation also elrables trs to drcck whether informanb are presenting you with an idealistic version of
life or their actual practice. One social sunreyor in an
Indian village was told that the Brahmine were prieets
and the Chamare were leather workers. However,
through his own observation he noticed thatboth groups
were actually farrners most of the time. The Brahsrins
only gave occaeionalattention to the conduct of ceremonies.24 People have a natural tendency to present their
ideats as if ihey were achral practice. fhaiis why perceptive observation will be fundanrental to all other field
procedures you ernploy.
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EXERCISE
Begin obsendng the members of your intended groyP,
witctring for dues to the urique ways they lookat life.

Write dbwn your obeervalions and unanswered
questions. Be insatiably curious about w}y people act
as they do. ildake a list of several social situations in
whidryou could carry out on-site obsenzation of your
people group.

PART
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Sketching cotn?nunity map s
Where it is not politic or possible to initiate PER
drawing our own topographical mapo of a community's
areas of residence,
centers, communications
network, as well as cultural and religious institutions,
can aid your understanding of their particular life situation. Thlking with several infonnanb individually about
the significance of the various places depicted and preferably getting their help in completing the original drawing, can open up furttrer realms of insight into what it is
like being a member of this group.

Intent i ewing key inf orm ants
Interviewing members of the group is the prime
means of acquiring indepth knowledge of that grouy's
world view values and aftitudes. As one anthropologist
puts if an interview makes it possible for the perrson
interviewed 'to b"ing the interviewer into his or her
world."25 If you contact a cross-section of group members representing various perepectives, a composite map

of that grouy's culture will begin to take shape in our
understanding.
There may be value in using quantitative survey ap
proaches in which an interviewer
a people
group with the same
check the blank'
type of questionnaire for everyone. This type of statistical analysis approach is often used for suneying a large
number of people more superficially, but it does not
pernrit either the flexibility or indepth probing neces.
sary for our research purpose. Not only does this ap
proaCh cut off the possibility of new unexpected
but it forces the respondenb to
fit their feelings and experience into the researdrer's

infonnation
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categoriee. This can produce distortion of what they
have actually felt or ogerienced due to the circunecribed kinds of reoporues being eolicited.26
If we genuinely want to uncover the way our tatget
group perceives theworl4 it makesbetterserue to adop
the more qnalitaflve approach of intenriewing key informanb. As one ogerienced researdr interviewer affitms:
'The fundarnental principle of gualitative interviouing
is to provide afrarneworkwithin whidt respondenb can
erpress their own rurderstandings in theb cutfl terms"
(eirphasis mine).2Z
Advantages of lnfonnant lnterviewing
There are a nunber of advantages to this tecfinique.
First, in the course of sunreying literature written concerning the group and of observing it firsthandr ![u€stions needing further daiification will nahually arise in
our minds. We can then identify infonnane within the
group who have specialized knowledge concerning the
matters about whidr we are seeking explanation. For
o<ample, if you want to understand some aspect of their
religious belieft and practices, we can interview a priest,
or if we want to find out more about local folk medical
practices, we can interview a doctor or a traditional
herbalist.
Another advantage is that we can assess not only the
information conveyed orally, but also the feelings and
reactions of those interviewed. How does the rsPondent react when we take such a line of questioning? Is
he or she evasive or forthcoming embarrassed and defensive, or frank and eager to talk? What clue to the
underlying cultual framework does he or she reveal
through body language, emotions expressed or su1>
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pressed, or attihrdes manifested towards you.ls an outsider?

Intenriewing individuals gives us a laboratory for
firsthand observation of the group in microcosm. Each
person intenriewed represenb the larger group in sub
stantial ways. And as we come to understand that one
part, our understanding of the whole will be enriched.
Athird advantage of key informant interviewing is the
opportunity it affords not only to probe for greater darification of prior questioru, btrt to open up whole new
lines of inquiry as the interview progresses. New aspects of theculture maybebrought to light as the informant is given free rein to voice his irmer thoughb and
feelings. This is partiorlarly so when the interviewer has
managed to establish eome degree of rapport and friendship with the informant. In this eituation, inforrrant
interviewing permits the curious invetigator the flocibility to switch gears and pusue other inhiguing questioru that arise.
Cautions about informant interiewing
There are certain cautions we need to be aware of in
relying on informant intenriewing however. First, we
mustbe aware of overgeneralizing our findings to the
entire population. Even if we have taken pairc to interviou people of several different social levels and perspectives, we are still, in fact, only talking with a few
representative of the whole society. Therefore, we must
avoid making sweeping etatements such as, "All members of this group feel this way." It ie more accrrrate to
mention those kinds of people interviewed and say,
'Those intenriewed feel this way."
Anoilrer cautionwe need to keep in mind is the danger
of bias. There are a number of t1ryes of bias that can affect
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the interview process. The respondent may not want to
offend his honored guest and so will only respond with
socially acceptable ansrvers. Ttris hao been tenned
"courtesy bias." "Self-lifting bias" resulb in answere that
enhance tle image of the infonnant in the eyes of the
intenriewer. Fear is another motive that may enter into
the responses of the interviewee. He or she may be
afraid you will report the interview to the government
or

poliie.28 '

Being patient with your respondenb

urtil greater raP.

port develops and theybeome convinced of your credibility witt help. Also, it is possible to dreck the .uu,we$l
of informanb against one anotlrer to identifywherebias
has crept in.
Perhaps the greatet danger of bias, however, sPringg
fncm our own tendency to ethnocentricism - judging the
ctrlture of another groupby ourown culttualstandards.
As much as 1rcssible, guard against this ever present
human tendency. We muet endeavor to put aside our
preconceptioru and maintain an utter humility, oPenness and a desire to learn. We will have to be careful
about jumping to conclusions, ttrinking we understand
when we probably only have a vague, inacctrrate idea of
what is going on.
Native Anericaru have an apt proverb whidt goes
something like this: I will not judge another person until
I have walked in his moccasins. In the s.rme way, we
cannot avoid *re disto*ionof ethnocentricbias untilwe
have lived with a people group, humbly listening and
learning for a considerable length of time. Isnlt it a point
to ponder thatJeeus spent thirtyyears learning the ways
of the Aramaic-opeaking Galileans before beginning to
preac.h the gospel to them for only three years? By now
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it becomes obvious that this kind of work takes patience
and time. But it is well worth it!
Afterrecognizing and seeking to avoid thedangersof
bias and ethnocentricism, we must develop several skills
essential to a successful interview with a key informanl
Finding good informants
In order to acquire good inforrration on our pople
group, we need to have access to good inforrranb. We
ought to be making this a matter of prayen throughout
the time of our investigation, asking God to guide us to
the right individuals or familie that would be willing to
give of their time, and share their wisdom with us. We
can tnrst God to lead us and give trs His discernnent
throughout the whole interviewing process, as well ag
His favor in building rapport with our inforrrants.
What makes a good informant? First, he or she should
know the culture of the group intimately. In other
words, the person should be part of the culturd mainstream and not a new anival or oubider undergoing
assimilation into the group. Furthennore, it is best if
infonnants have directexperience and knowledgeof the
particular matter you are interested in invetigating.
Local professionals like doctors, teachers, nurses, civil
servants, social workers, and othere whose occrrpations
bring them into contact with a wide range of individuals,
make good inforuranc.29 Coffee shop owners and barbers are other shong candidate, due to their extensive
clienteles and the kind of relaxed social interaction that
often takes place on their premisee.30
.As mentioned before, inforrranb should be selected
so as to represent different factions and points of view
within the community. That means interviewing not jttst
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the erudite and rich elite,butalso the illiterate, poorand
marginalized.
Agood way to build up a list of additional potential
infornrants is after each interview to ask the personbeing
consulted forthe narnes of oneortwo others whowould
be knowledgeable about the matterunder scrutiny.

Building rapport
Establishing rapport with those we want to interview
is a critical ingredient in the whole process. Unless we
are successful in this, our informanb will not feel comfortable enough to speak freely. After all, they may suspect we are tax collectore or policemen. We therefore
ehould not rush into asking questions turtil we have
sufficiently introduced ourselves and the reason for
whichwe have come.
We can be honest and forthright about our lrurpose
without revealing everything we hope to do with the
infonnation sought. We might, for example, introduce
ourselves as nembers of a local church interested in
developing programs ttnt will be of greater seryice to
that community, or as someone who ie doing reearch on
culture. Ttrere may be other ways to be introduced that
willallay suspicion aboutourintentioru and get themto
talk Remembe9 we have nothing to hide. Orrintention
ie to be of real service to that group in Chrisfs name.
Another mearc of gaining rapport is showing unfeigned interest in their culture. People generally like to
talk about themselves and what is precious to them, if
they are assured of another's genuine interest and respect.
Other suggestions are:
Begin the interviews with subjecb that are less
threatening being sensitive about the proper

r

r
r
r
r
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timing and wayinwhidrto probemore
deeply.
Learn and follow local ctrstoms and etiquette
as muchaspomible.
Do not make comparisons of the local culture

withyourown.
Do not etay longer than what was agreed on
for the interview time.
lvlaintain the confidences of your inforrrane,
keeping their identities to yourself.3l

EJG,RCISE
Prepare a list of potential informants. Identify particular
ldnds of biae lik"ly to enter into your interviewe with
them. How do you plan to build rapport? What field
procedures do yor ttrink wilt be moet beneficial in your
situation?
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Interiewing styles
There are essentially two style of interviewing." The
first is to let the conversation take its own course and let
questions arise spontaneously as the verbal interchange
proceeds. In this style, it is possible the infornrant may
not even be aware that he or she is being interviewed.
Indeed, we may adopt this style to listen to members of
the group carrying ontheir own conversations in public
places like restaurants, on buses or trains, or during a
haircut at the local barber's. The idea in either case is to
listen for the issues they themselves raise and about
which they have the stronget feelings. What are they
worried, h"ppy, sad, angry, fearful, or hopeful abouf
Developmenf specialists term this activity "listening for
generative themes", themes of strong enough concern to
the community that theywill generate sufficient drive to
break through group apathy and ignite corporate initiative to overcome their obstacles.32
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As Christian workers, an alvareness of such"generative themes willenableus to proceed directly to addressing these issues pertinently and powerfully in the way
we communicate the gospel and to demonstrate Chrisf s
love through practical caring about those matters that
mean most to those we .re endeavoring to reach.
In this style, the interviewer assumes a passive stance,
allowing the interviewee to ramble on at will. He or she
does not attempt to order the interview or make it conform to his agenda. Disadvantages are the larger
amount of time required to discover what you want to
know, and your lack of control of the interview.
Asecond, contrasting style is coming to an interview
with a mental or written list of questions you would like
answered and assertively guiding the session with this
purpose in mind.
The strength of this approach is keeping communication focused on the particular subjects of your interest,
while allowing the flexibility to diverge if you thinkit is
worthwhile. Prepare several questions beforehand and
endeavor to maintain enough control over the conventation to get them answered.
The challenge in utilizing this style is balancing the
need to be sensitive to the respondenfs feelings with the
need to cover the items on your agenda. Using both
styles is recommended: the first during times of systematic observation when you are delving for issues and
questions to bring up with your inforrrant, the second
when you need to get such questions answered.

Asking effective questions
How do we go aboutasking effectivequestions, ques-

tions that will function as keys to unlocking our
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infornranys warehouse of cultural knowledge? Askng
good questions is akin to a forur of art
Ambiguous queHoru are one of the greatenemies of
successful interviewing. Orrr worde need to be carefully
chosen with the intenriewee's percepdon in mind so as
not to muddle his replies. Sme yeas ago, researchere
in the United States asked rural adulb if they "favorcd
government control of profib". Several reeponded wrphatically in the negative, stating_that "propheb should
be regulated only by the Lordt' lXl
Loaded questions are questions in whidr the wording
favors a certain response. For example, "lvlany othen I
have interviewed eay... Would you agree or disagrce?"
Of course the respondents would be likely to agreewith
the "many others" gince, in expressing their opinioru,
people generally tend to go along with the qowd.
Loaded questions prejudice a fair and open response.
In some cases, if the subject is sensitive and you tttink
the respondent will be reluctant to ocprees his opinion,
you can ask the question indirectly. For orarnple, instead
of saying "How do you feel about...?", you might say
"How would you say your frierds and relatives feel
about...?" You can broaden the scope of your questioru
to include the whole people group by saying "How
would most of your people feel about...?"
In his helpful book on ethnographic intenriewing,
fames Spradley recommends beginning an intenriew
with broad, overarching questions that ask the informant to describe his or her experience or knowledge of
the particular phenomenon under coruideration. He
suggests asking "grand tour" quetions, allowing the
inforrunt to provide a guided tour, or overview of a
subject. For elomple, "Can you dessibe what happeru
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during the New Moon Feetival?" Or, "Cor'ld you tell me
the functions of all the participanb?u 34
Other ocamplee of grand tour queotiorc might be:
r "Could you deecribe a gpical day of work at
themine?u
r "Could you decribe the lifestyle of the
rickshaw drivers and their fanilies?"
r "Could you explain the significance of thee
places on this map?"
'Mini-tour questiorui'according to Spradley, are follow-up questioru that explore specific areas opened up
by the broader grand tour querie. For ocarrple, "Could
you describe what happened during this part of the
rihral?" or "Could you describe in more detail what tlre
eignificance of this pa*iarlar place on the map is?" In
probing for additional details we can use the intemogativeo who, when, what, where, how to uncover more
inforrnation.35
In the flow of intenderuing we ordinarily move from
overarching, decipive kinde of questioru to more foctrse4 eelective ones. The process may be envisaged as
a funnel, moving from the general to the specific.36
Diagram#7

THE INTERVIEWING PROCESS
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EXERCISES
What different styles of interviewing would you feel
most comfortable with and which would be most
suitable for your partictrlar people group? Based on
what you know and do not yet know about your people
group, review the different types of questions and
prepare an achral liet of quetioru to ask you first
inforrnant.
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Recordingfindings
Recording the substance of your observation periods
and interviews is extremely important. Notes shouldbe
taken in an abbreviated form during the sessions themselves if this does not adversely affect rapport with the
informant. Otherwise, you will need to write downyour
recollection of what was said or what you observed
immediately afterwards.
It is possible to use key words or phrase to make a
condensed account that can later be amplified and written up properly. This expanded accounl should be completed the same day before a nighfs sleep blurs the
exactness of your memory. Be sure to use the actral
words of the respondent whenever possible. The very
act of writing will sharpen your observation and reflec-

tive skills leading you on to additional questions to
propose next time.
If you have achieved enough rapport with your informants, try using a tape recorder if one is available. ff
those you are interviewing don'tmind yourusingone it
can enable you to concentrate more carefully.If they are
skittish about having certain parb of the interview re-
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corded, you can put them at easeby agreeingto firrnyolr
recorder offwhenerrer a eensitive matter comes up that
they would object to having taped.

EXERCISES
With some specific questions in mind practice
intenviewing a friend or colleague. Ttren switch and let
him/her interview you. Afterwards critique one
another by giving your reaction to their questioru. How
could theybemore seruitively and effectivd phrased?
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Field Exercises
Ttre following two exercises are suggestions for beginning ethnographic research in the field.
Observe members of your people group in
two socialeituations. Spend onehalf hourin
observation for each, writing up field notes of
whatyou obseryed and what inference you
draw fromyour obsenrations, ie wellas
further queetioru forinveetigation that have
arisen.
Interview one infonnant for one hour, or two
informants for one-half hour each, using
questions you have developed as a result of
the earlier periods of observation. Again,
write up your notes in condensed fornr.
Upon your return from the fiel4 take time to write up
your conclusioru and share your findings $'ith others.
Dissuss problems encountered and possible solutions.

r

r
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Shartng the Results of Your
Research
people group research is meant to be shared with otlrers
- who feel concern for this community and can ioin
forces with you to touch themwith the love and power
of Christ. One of the most useful ways of doing this ig
to write up a srunmty of what you have learned after
employing some of the field procedure described.
After spending some time sunreying relevant docrrments, talking to experts, engaging in PEP sessions,
times of systematic observation, or interviewing key
infonnants, drrd of course recording your conclwions,
youwillbe ready to writeupaprofile on this groupthat
can serve as the basis for developing relevant ministries.
At this stage, take out all your notes and go through
them looking for patterns that emerge. Fitting all the
pieces of information together will feel something like
assembling a jigsaw pvzale, but as you do it, a clear
culturd portrait of the group should emerge. Perhaps
you will discover missing pieces during the process. If
so, you may need to go back to your informanb with
another list of questions. Do not leave any stone unturned in ferreting out significant inforuration.
In writing your profile, wherever possible, provide
concrete illustrations or actual quotations to substantiate
and add color to your generalizations. Besides corroborating your conclusions, such real life anecdotes will
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make your profile more realistic and compelling to those
who read it.
Another effective way of comrnunicating the resulb
of your research you might consider is preparing a short
audio-visual. You can take your notee or completed
profile and turn theminto a narrative with accompanying slides. Many presentations of this sort have left a
life-changing impact on their audiences, moving believere to get involved in readring partiailar groups they
had been oblivious to before.
In Malaysia, some of my national colleagues and I took
the research we had done and prepared an audio-visual
on local people groups that has stined many young
people to coneider going ae missionaries to the rurreached. You cannot reach your target group alone.
Your job as one whose research has made you an expert
is to communicate the vision to others who can work
withyou to rninister to them.
Finally, in the process of sharing your researdr findings with others, follow Jesus' iniunction to "pray the
Lord of the hanrest, that he will eend forth laborers" into
this section of His harvest Matthew 9:3638). It is the
experience of many who have been involved in advocating the cause of needy and unreached peoples, that God
will do this as we pray specifically and continually.
Make your informants, research findings, and the people
group as a whole the focus of fenrent, ongoing Prqyer,
and you will see the Lord begin to work His wonders.
He will raise up gift"d workers to parhrer with you in
your ministry effort.
Decide how and with whom you will share your
research findings. What outcomes do you foreee? Resolve to spend regular time in prayer for your target
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group. Find ottrere who can join you in caring praying
and going to this group with the Good News of-Chfut
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Prayer Releases God's Power for
Mission to the Unreached
rToday's

hyryeractive Christian workers often treat
prayer more as a harmless pastime rather than a
powerful resource. We pray routinely as we open and
close meetings, say grace atthe table, or as a special consolation in time of emergency or stress. In our attitude
we often relegate prayer to those who are retired or who
"have nothing better to do with their time." Certainly
for most mission leaders, Prayer does not seem to be
where the action is; otherwise, wouldn't we give it far
more attention in our lives?

I

AReoealing Case Study
One of the greatest illustrations of prayer as a Powerful resource in frontier missions is found in the experience of J.O. Fraser, the pioneer missionary to the Lisu
tribe of southwest China. As a young missionary with
the China Inland Mission in the early 1900s, he preadred
Christ for several years among the far-flung mountain
villages of this people with almost no outward results.

Fraser's few converts fell back into the clutdres of
demonism, and he himself, aftacked by severe depression and suicidal despair, almost gave uP his mission.
Breakthrough occurred when two things happened:
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The Spirit of God enabled him to pray ,,the
prayer of faith" for several hnndred Lisu farnilies to come to Christ
r He succeeded in fornring a prayer support
group of eight to ten Christians in his home
country to back up the work in ongoing prayer.
His wife later wrote about the difference this prayer
effort made in Fraser's work:
He described to me how in his early years he
had been all but defeated by the forcb of darkness arrayed against him.... He came to the
plqce where he-asked God to take away his life
rather than allow him to labor on without
results. He would then tell me of the prayer
forces *rat took up the burden at home aha ine
tremendous liftitg of the doud oven his soul, of
the gift of faith that was grven him and how
God seemed suddenly to step in, drive back the
forces of darkness and take fhe field.e
World enangelimtion is
an issue to be decided
by spiritml pown.
Fraser hirnself said:
Work on otu knees. I am feeling more and more
that it 19 after all just the prayeiof God,s people
that call down blbssing u-pori the work, whetfret
tfey are $f".t-ty engage{ in it or not. paul may

plutJ andApollos wateq, butitis Godwho gt*t
the increase, and this increase can be bro-ught
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down from heaven by believing Prayer whether
offered in China or in England.... If this is so,
then Christians at home can do as much for foreign missiorui as those actually on the field. I
believe it will only be known on the last day
how much has been accomplished in missionary work by the Prayers of earnest believers at
home...

Solid lasting missionary work is done on our
knees. Wha[t covet more than anything else is
eamest believing Prayer, and I write to ask you
to continue in piayer for me and the work
here.s

I used to think that prayer should have the first
place and teaching the iecond.I now feel that it
iryould be truer to sive prayer the first, second
and third places aria teicfri"g the fourth.... We
are not deiling with an enemy that fires at the
head only-that keeps the qdnd only in ignoranc*but with €rn enemy who uses poison gas
attacks which wraP the people around with
deadly effect and yet are impalpable, elusive...
Nor *ould it be of any more avail to teach or
preach to Lisu here while they are held back by
ihese invisible forces... But the breath of God
can blow away all those miasmic vapors from
the atmosphere of a village in answer tq youl
prayers. We are not fighting against flesh and
Lfoa. You deal with the fundahental issues of
this Lisu work when you Pray against the printhe worl4 rulers of this
cipalities, the powers,
-spiritual
hosts of wickedness in
dirkness, the
the heavenlies (Eph. 5:12).3e
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In the years that followed hundreds of families
accepted Christ, and ultimately a people movement
involving tens of thousands of Lisus ensued. Today in
southwest China and northern Bunna they are a missionary tribe taking the gospel to other tribes about
them.
Pruyer: a missing link in woflil q,angelization?
What would have happened if Fraser had not fornred
thgt prayer support group whidr he so faithfully kept
informed with updates from the field? Would ttre
breakthrough have occurred? In the decades since, how
qany potential breakthroughs among the unreadred
have not occurred because: 1.) prayer was not perceived
and used as a powerful resource, and 2) prayer supporters were not kept linked continuously to a particular unreached group or provided with a supply of up-

to-date information? Could it be that prayer is
perceived and practiced by "Great Commission
Christians" is a cmcial missing link in the accomplishment of world evangelization?
After dealing with the nature and importance of
prayer briefly, I would like to enumerate some reasons
from Scripture, history and current experience, why
prayer maybe the crucial link, the powerful resource in
reaching unreadred peoples. Having demonstrated the
importance of strengthening this link, we will then put
our minds together in discussion to discover new ways
we might solidly link focused intercession and the
unevangelized world.
Prayer at its very heart is a linking activity. First,
prayer links us with God to receive His power and
direction as we pray for the world and carry out our
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own ministries. Secon4 as we pray for the unevangelized worl4 it links us with particular unreadred
groups and the Christian workers laboring among
them.It links our efforts and their efforts to God in His
omnipotence, without whose h"lp ull such efforts ultimately are in vain.

Prayu linlcs us with Godfor His
po?Dq and directbn. Prayu linlcs
us with unreaclred groups and
Christian u)orkers among them.
O. Hallesby writes:
The work of prayer is prerequisite to all other
work in the Kingdom of God for the simple reason that it is by prayer that we couple [italics
addedl the po*eis oi Heaven to oui helplessness, the powers whidt can ttrrn water into

wine and remove mountains in our own life
and the lives of ottrers, the powers which can
awaken those who sleep in sin and raise up the
dead, the powers whidr can capture strongholds and make the impossible possible.o

Yet having said this, prayer can often be the missing

link in our efforts on behalf of the

unevangelized

world. As important as good organizatioo planning
and strategy are in world evangelization, in our busyness for God we may have neglected to link up with
His power and direction to carry out that particular
part of His mission grven to us. And that is a crtrcial
omission.
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While doing researdr at a seminary library for this
chapter, I was startled to discover amidst their sizeable
holdings on missions no book specifically on the subject of prayer and unreactred peoples. True, there were
passing references to prayer in volumes on the history
of missions and the theology of missions. But the great
bulk of books dealt with issues of mission stratery,
organization and planning. Could this unwitting omission at one of the great schools of missiology reflect a
more general neglect of a critical factor in the accomplishment of world evangelization?
Eoery time the church lns set
herself to praying there haae
been stupendous mooements
in the mission world.

-4.T.

Pirson

In reflecting on the failure of his generation to evanthe world by 1900, A.T. Pierson attributed the
failure not only to a lack of consecration in the church
evidenced by a lack of giving, faith and personal holi
ness, but most of all to the lack of prevailing prayer. He
wrote:
Every time the church has set herself to praying
there have been sfupendous movements in the
mission world. If we should but transfer the
stress of our dependence and emphasis from
appeals to men to appeals to God-from trust in
organization to trust in supplication-from confidence in methods to importunate prayer for
the power of the Holy Spirit, we should see
geLrze
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results more astounding than have yet been
wrought.
There is...too little simple looking unto that real
source of success, the power of God in answer
to prayer, first to open doors of access, then to
raise up and thrust forth laborers and then to
break down all opposition and make the truth
mighty in converting, subduing, saving and
sanctifying.at

Participants at the Northfield Convention

of

1885

expressed the same sentiment:
But above all else our immediate and imperative need is a new spirit of earnest and prevailing prayer. The first Pentecost crowned ten days
of unite4 continued supplication. Every subsequent advance may be directly traced to believ-

ing prayer and upon this must depend a new
Pentecost. We therefore earnestly appeal to all
fellow disciples to join us and each other in
importunate daily supplication for a new and
-ighty effusion of the Holy Spirit upon all ministers, missionaries, evangelists, pastors, teachers and Christian workers and upon the whole
earth; that God would impart to all Christ's witnesses the tongues of fire and melt hard hearts
before the burning message. It is not by might,
not by power but by the Spirit of the Lord that
all true success must be secured. Let us call
upon God till He answereth by hrela2

Twenty-five years later the year 1900 had come and
gone. At the conclusion of the great Edinburgh
Conference on Mission in L91.0, Jonathan Goforth
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expressed his disillusionment with the missions movement for generally failing to follow through in making
prayer an ongoing priority in world evangelization:
Listening to the addresses that day one could not but
conclude that the glving of the Gospel to lost mankind
was largely a matter of better organization, better
equipment, more men and women. Symptoms indeed
were not lacking that a few more sparks might have
precipitated an explosion. But no, the dethronement of
the idol of ecclesiastical self-efficiency was apparently
too great a price to pay.... We still refuse to face the

undrangeable truth that 'it is not by might nor by
power, but BYMY SPIRIT.'4g
Perhaps the Edinburgh Conference Report also
betrays a recognition that prayer had not been given ib
due in the years before and after L900: "When the
church sets itself to pray with the same seriousness and
strength of purpose that it has devoted to other forms
of Christian effort, it lvill see the Kingdom of God come
with power."s
Whether or not prayer became a missing link in the
global missions effort before and after 1900 is a question for further research. Nevertheless, we face the
same danger today of falling into the trap of thinking
that if we were just better organized, iust better coordinated, just better deployed with our people and
resources, we would be able to accomplish world evangelization.
Pierson and Goforth were right. They rsalizsd th21
world evangelization above all is an issue to be decid-
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ed by spiritual poweD the power of the Holy Spirit
released in response to the prayers of His people.
Arthur lvlatthews, the late former missionary of the
China Inland Mission, put his finger on the reason that
we often do not erphasize prayer enough:
The concept that treats prayer as if it were a
supplemental booster in getting some Proied
off the ground makes the project primary and
the prayer secondary. Prayer was never meant
to b'e inAaentat to lhe w-ork of God. It is the
work.s

Nine compellingreasons to pray
Could we and other missions strategists be guilty of
treating prayer as if it were a nice add-on to the other
"strategic" things we are doing? Could it be that we
have ignored the most strategic activity in accomplishing world evangelization? Nine leasons from Scripture,
the history of missions and current missionary experience all compel us to contend that prayer is our most
powerful resource in frontier missions.

1.

God desires and requires lntercessory prayer for
the accomplishment of His saving PurPose for the
peoplee of the earth.

Iesus told us to pray, "Thy will be done on earth as it
is done in Heaven." Abraham interceded for Lot in
Sodom, Moses prayed that God would turn from His

wrath againstlsrael, Daniel for the refirrn of Israel from
Babylon. Ezekiel was told by Go4'I looked for a man
.lmong them who would build up the wall and stand
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before me in the gap on behalf of the land so I would
not have to destroy it but I found none" (E;2.22:30).
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God requires prayer for accomplishing
His purpose for the peoples of the earth

Why does God desire and require His people's intercession? Most likely because God originally gave
dominion of the earth to humankind. That dominion
has never been revoked by God. Satan's dominion
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achieved through rebellion against the Creator is a
false, illegitimate, usurped dominion. Redeemed
through Christ, we can exercise our God-given right to
influence the affairs of this world through the exercise
of intercessory prayer. Like Kuwait's request for the
multi-national force to come against the illegitimate
dominion of Iraq, so \ /e in prayer as God's redeemed
drildren, pray that His will be done, His kingdomcome
on earth. Prayer in the power of the Holy Spiritbreaks
through the false dominion of the enemy, and clears the
way for His deliverance and shalom to come to all peoples. Linked through prayer with the risen Christ, sitting at His side (Eph.2) far above all authorig and
dominion, we share in the accomplishment of His
redemptive purposes.
Dick Eastman, president of World Literature
Crusade, told our staff at World Vision that early in
1988 God had led him to take a team of intercessors
throughout Eastern Europe. Their mission was "to confront the strongholds of Communism." bl obedience to
God's leading, theycarried out a"prayer walk" around
the Politbureau building in Bucharest where less than
two years later, Ceaucesqr made his last stand after
pridefullyannouncinghis regimewould last for a thousand years. While in Berlin, God led Dick to go out with
a Gerrnan friend in the middle of the night to face that
still forbidding wall. Moved in intercessory prayer,
they both laid their hands on the wall and prayed, "In
the name of fesus, come down!"
In the dramatic events of 1989 in Eastern Europe God
used the prayers of His people to shake the nations. He
can do the same thing in the unevangelized world. He
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is seeking those who will stand before him in the gap
for the 2,000 major unreached peoples, the 1,000
unevangelized cities, and the 30 unevangelized countries.

2.

Victory in the spiritual realm is primary, and it is
won by prayet
Remember Moses' intercession as he held up his
hands before God while Joshua and the arrny of Israel
fought the Amalekites in the valley below? Each time
Moses'arrns grew tired and faltered,Israel's army was
pushed back. But as he sustained his stance in prayer
with uplifted arms, the Israelites were victorious.
Later in Israel's history, King fehoshaphat relied on
the weapons of united fasting and prayer, public worship and praise which brought God's intervention
against the invading armies of Israel's enemies. Bible
teadrer Derek Prince writes:
These weapons, scripturally employea !y
Christians today, will gbin victories as powerful
and dramatic as they gained for the people of
Judah in the days of Jehoshaphat.... Victoryin
the spiritual realm is primary. It is to be
obtained by spiritual weapons. Thereafter its
outcome will be manifested in every area of the
natural and material realm.s
These two biblical episodes vividly portray intercessory prayer as the winning factor. Why should this be
any different in today's battle for world evangelization?
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Prayer has always undergirded and extended the
missionary outreach of the church.

Prayer is mentioned over 30 times in the Book of Acts
alone, and generally it is mentioned as occurring just
before major breakthroughs in the outward elpansion
of the early Christian movement. For the Apostles,
extended times of united prayer and waiting on God
togetherwere pivotal in their mission to the unreached.

,$n
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Moses intqcedes

Before the first great outpouring of the Spirit at
Pentecost and Peter's mighty sennon ttnt brought
3,000 into the drurdu it is recorded that the Apostles
"all joined together constantly in prayer" (Acb L:L4).
Then, as the Apostles and their new converb "devoted
themselves toprayer," signs and wonders occurre4 the
city was filled with awe, and people were added to the
dltrrdr datly Q:4244). It was 'after they had prayed"
that theplace where theywere meetingwas straken, all
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were filled with the Holy Spirit, and spoke the word of
God with boldness (4:31).
The Apostles early on let it be known what their priority in mission was-"We will devote ourselves to
prayer and the ministry of the Word' (6:4). The result of
the Apostles' detennined adherence to this priority was
that "The word of God spread and the number of disciples increased rapidly, and a large number of the
priests became obedient to the fau;th" (6:7).
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Peter's prayer resulted in signs and wonders such as
the raising of Thbitha. Later it was a time of prayer that
opened his eyes to the revelation that the gospel was
also for the Gentiles, making him willing to go and
preach to Cornelius. Itwas also the church's prayer that
brought the release of Peter from prison.
Aperiod of prayer and fasting by five leaders of the

Antiodr drurch led to the setting apart of Paul and
Barnabas for their frontier mission to the Gentiles.
Afterwards they were sent out with more fasting and
prayer (13:1-3). It was through prayer that Paul was not
allowed by the Spirit of Jesus to enter Bithynia, but
redirected into Macedonia. And it was through the
prayer and praise of God by the imprisoned Paul and
Silas that an earthquake helped to originate the drurch
atPhilippi!
The whole European side of the modern Protestant
missionary enterprise grew out of Pietism, a revival
movement that was steeped in eamest prayer. From its
influence the Danish-Halle Mssion to India went forth,
and the Moravian movement under Count Zinzendofi
emerged. One author writing about the Moravians said
that "the glorious movement of the Spirit... among the
Moravians at Herrnhut rn 1727 lwhich] transforrred
them into what has been the mightiest evangelbng
force in the world for the past two centuries, was born

inprayer."a
The prayer meeting that the Moravians began nL727
went on a hundred years! By relays they offered
unceasing prayer for the church and needs all around
the world. This prayer effort kindled their desire to pro-
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claim Christ to the unreached and led to the beginning
of modern missions. And from this one small village,
over 100 missionaries went out in 25 years.
Decades later William Carey, while still employed as
a humble shoe repairrnan to support his part-time
preaching, drew a fiomemade mapof the world, entering all information he could find about its regions and
countries. As he mused over the world's appalling
needs and problems, he turned the information he
gathered into heartfelt intercession. His biographer
reveals: 'Often in the silence of the night... by the dim
rush light, he would scan that map and then kneeling
before it, pour out his soul to God."$ Prayer for the
world was a definite motive force in the call and senrice
of the one who came to be known as "the father of
modern Protestant missions."
In 1800 a few college students from Williams College
took refuge from a sudden rainstorm beneath a
haystack. Sitting in the midst of hay, they used the time
to pray for the world and ib needs. Out of that unlikely venue for a prayer meeting, the American mission
movementwas born.
Robert Glover stuns up the role of Prayer in the
history of missions:
From Pentecost and the Apostle Paul, right
down through the centuries to the present day,
the story of missions has been the story of
answered prayer. Every fresh outbreak of missionary erergy has been the result of believing
prayer. Every new missionary undertaking that
has been owned and blessed of God has been
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the gerrrinating of seed planted by the divine
spirit in the hearts of praying sainb.ae

4.

Spiritual revivals wrought by prayer have had a
maior impact on frontier missions.

It has been said that "all the mighty spiritual revivals
which constitute the mountain peaks of missionary
annals had their roots in prayer."$ fonathan Goforth,
missionary revivalist in Asia at the beginning of this
century described the powerful revivals and awakenings that took place in Korea and China, which not only
revived the drurdr but also brought tens of thousands
of unreached peoples to Christ. It all began with small
bands of believers deciding to pray together regularly
for an outpouring of God's Spirit upon them and upon
the unconverted. Goforth later discovered it was not
only the missionaries who had been prayln& but someone in his home country:
When I came to England I met a certain saint of
God. We talked about the revival in China and
she gave me certain dates when God specially
pressed her to pray. I was almost startled on
lookingup these datesto find thattheywere the
very dates when God was doing his mightiest
work in Manctruria and China.... I believe the
day will come when the whole inward history
of that revival will be unveiled and will show
that it was not the one who speaks to you now,
but some of God's saints hidden away with
Him in prayer who did most to bring it about. st

In

Hawaii, the revival known as the "Great

Awakening' (1837-43) began in the hearts of missionar-
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ies who were moved strongly to pray. At their annual
meetings in 1835 and 1836 "they were powerfully
moved to pray and were so deeply impressed with the
need of an outpouring of the Spirit that they prepared

a

strong appeal to the home churches, urging

Christians everywhere to unite with them in prayer for
a baptism on high."e There were soon signs of growing
interest in spiritual things among non€hristians, and
then in 1.837, so sweeping a spiritual awakening
occurred that the missionaries had to labor night and
day to accommodate multitudes anxiously seeking the
assurance of salvation. hr one day over 1,700 converts
were baptized and in six years, 27,000 were added to
the church.
J. Edwin Orr, the late historian of revivals, observed
that the 1.9th century spiritual awakenings "revived all
the existing missionary societies and enabled them to
enter other fields... [and] practically every missionary
invasion was launched by men revived or converted in
the awakeriflgs."sr Of four great outpourings of the
Holy Spirit in the 1.9th century, he wrote:
The turn of the century awakenings sent off pioneer missionaries to the South Seas, to Latin
America, Black Africa, India and China. There
arose denominational missionary societies such
as the Baptist Missionary Society, the American
Board, and other national missions in Europe....
Then a second wave of revival reinforced the
foreign missionary invasion of all the continents.... William Carey was followed by societies ready to evangelize India. Robert Morrison
opened a way for missionaries to settle in the
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treaty ports of China.... Missionaries pushed
north from the Cape of Good Hope as David
Livingstone explored the hinterlands of Africa.s
Of great importance to this study is the fact that Orr
traced the origin of the spiritual awakenings which
launched new missionary enterprises to worldwide
prayer meetings which intensified before the awakenings occurred.

David Bryant concurs with Orr's analysis. He has
detected a fivefold pattern in the outward movements
of the gospel over the last 300 years:
r Amovement of united prayer begins.

r A renewed

vision of Christ and His drurch

emerges.

r
r

The church is restored in unity and in its determination to obey the lordship of Christ.

A revitalization of existing ministries and out-

reach occurs.
r This leads to an expansion of the gospel among
those who have been untouched to ttrat point.
Bryant observes, "God's primary strategy is to bling
his people together in prayer... in order that they might
seek him unitedly. They pursue in prayer a fresh revelation of the glory of God's son so as to penetrate all
levels of society with the gospel and to launch new mission thrusts to the ends of the earth."ss He quotes

f.Edwin Orr: "Whenever God is ready to do a new
thing with his people he always sets them apraying!"
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5.

Intercessory prayer enables God's children to possess their inheritance, the peoples of the earth.

In Psalm 2:8 the Lord invites us as His children to
"Ask of me and I will make the nations your inheri-

tance and the ends of the earth your Possession." The
only thing we can take with us into eternity as our
inheritance are other people. Our joy and crown, just as
they were for Paul, will be others who come to Christ
through our efforts. As this Psalm reveals, asking or
praymg opens the door to God's making the nations, or
more specifically the frontier peoples, our inheritance.
In the history of missions, great ingatherings into the
drurch of Christ appear to be linked to strong, persistent praying. Iotur Hyde, missionary to northern India,
became known as "the apostle of prayef' since God
raised up scores of national workers in answer to his
prayers. He made a covenant with God to pray for one
person to accept Christ each day, which resulted in 400
ionversions the first year. The following year, he decided to tmst God for two a day, with 800 coming to Christ
that year. Finally, the next yeat, as his faittt gtew, he
tmsted God for four a day. Through mudr travail in
praye, four a day came to Christ through his work.s

A woman missionary influenced by Hyde's Prayer
life resolved to devote the best hours of her time to
prayer, making prayer primary and not secondary as
before. God said to her, "Call upon me and I will show
thee great and mighty things. You have not called uPon
me and therefore you do not see these things in your

work." As she began to make Prayer the priority in her
ministry, elronnous dranges resulted with 15 baptized
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adulb coming to Christ during the first

half of the following year. Later she wrote, 'Our

Christians now number 600 in contrast with one-sixth
of that number two years ago."v
In Inrlia, prayer also proved to be the key to great
ingatherings among unreactred peoples. Missionaries
working among the Telugu outcastes were discouraged
almost to the point of abandoning the work because of
the lack of response. However, on the last night of 1853,
a missionary couple and three hrdian he$ers spent the
night in prayer for the Telugus on a hill overlooking the
city of Ongole. When the first light of day dawned they
all shared a sense of assurance that their prayers had
prevailed. Gradually the opposition broke over the next
few years, and a mighty outpouring of the Spirit
brought 8,000 Telugus to Christ in only a six-week period. h one day more than 2200 were baptized and this
drurch became the largest in the worldls
Int902, two lady missionaries with the Khassia Hills
Mission were challenged by the need to pray, and
Khassian Christians also began to pray for their unconverted fellows. In a few months more than &fi)O were
added to the drurdr in that section of India.e
Wesley Duewel of OMS International, known as a
teaclrcr on prayer for missions, told me recently that the
first 25 years of their mission's work in India was very
slow. On the average, only one drurch per ye€u came
into being. Out of a period of intense heart seardting by
the team of missionaries, the decision was made to
recruit 1,000 people in their homelands to pray 15 minutes a day for the work. Not long afterward, things
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began to move substantially. Over the next several
years, the mission went from 25 churches with 2,000
believers, to 550 churches with more than 73,000
believers. Duewel believes the massive amount of
prayel, hamessed and specifically focused on their
efforts, turned the tide. One of his Indian coworkers
exclaimed to him: "Al1 of us are seeing results beyond
anything we could have imagined!"
Jonathan Goforth, writing about the Korean revival of
L907, said: "[It was] intense, believing Prayer that had
so much to do with the revival which... brought 50,000
Koreans to Christ. We are convinced too that all movements of the Spirit in China which have come within
our own experience may be haced to prayer." One missionary remarked to him, "Since the Lord did so much
with our small amount of praying, what might He not
have done if we had prayed as we ought?"'o

6.

Effective mission strategies come from research
immersed in prayer.
Joshua was one of the original "researchers" who
spied out the land of promise in Numbers 13. Because
he knew the facts about the land and its peoples so
well, he was prepared to become the great military
strategist during the conquest. However, in the book of
Joshua, we see him continually seeking God for His
guidance in the development of effective strategies. He
did not lean on his own understanding, but relied uPon
God's direction given through Prayer.
The principle is still the same. I am becoming more
and more convinced that coupling research findings
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concerning the people group we are trying to readr
with ongoing persevering prayer is an unstoppable
combination in the process of developing effective mission strategy. Iohn Dawson's recent book Taking Our
Cities for God: Hout to Break Spiritual Strongholds insightfully ties together ministry-related research and intercessory Prayer.

7.

Prayer is the supernatural way of multiplying and
sending out Christian workers into frontier missions.

As in the days of Jesus, the harvest is still plentiful
and the workers are few. World A, the unevangelized
world, still claims only a tiny portion of the missions
force and the Churdr's material resources. We have
talked about the issues of redeployment and mobilization for World A. fesus' answer in a similar situation
faced in his time is still the answer today: "Pray the
Lord of the harvest to send out workers into His harvest field (Matthew 9:37-38\." |esus did not tell the disciples to go all-out and round up as many Christian
workers as possible, or to raise a million dollars for
mission. Instead he said that prayer to the One who
owns the harvest was the priority. God can call, equip
and send those workers who will be best able to reap
the harvest.
I am convinced that the mightiest missionaries to the
Muslims are not even converted yet. But God is waiting
upon the prayers of His people to turn Muslim zealots
around as he did the Apostle Paul, so they become missionaries to their people. I am convinced that as prayer
networks are formed, focusing on particular peoples,
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cities and countries, we will see God raise up armies of
new workers to reap the harvest in World A (the
unevangelized world).
In 1880, when the China Inland Mission had only 100
workers, and again in t88Z when additional workers
were required, Hudson Thylor and his associates spent
protracted time in prayer until they received the assurance of faith that the number required would be granted. Both times, after an appeal fot70 new missionaries
in 1880, and 100 in 1882 the full number reached China
within the specified time and with all their support
supplied." A.T. Pierson is said to have exclaimed that,
exiept for the prayers of praying mothers and fathers
who prayed their children out to the mission field,
there would have been no Student Volunteer
Movement.

Prayer opens closed doors for occupation by a
Christian presence.
The Apostle Paul urged the Christians of his g-eneration, "Devote yourselves to Prayer, being watchful and
thankfui. And pray for us too that God may oPen a
door for our message so that we may proclaim the mystery of Chdst' (Col.4:24).
Amissionary friend recently gave me a striking illustration in this regard. Six years ago he visited the West
African country of Guinea. Sekou Toure, a Marxist
leader, had just kicked out all the missionaries except
two, and was torturing political Prisoners. The two
remaining missionaries and twelve national pastors met
with him [o inbrcede for the county. FirsL they interced-

8.
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ed with God for the removal of the Marxist tyrant who
had closed the door to further mission efforts when
most of the people groups still remained unoccupied
by the church. Then they put up maPs around the room

in which they were meeting, and together laid their

hands upon those areas of the country and groups that
had no Christian presence. They prayed and agreed
together for a breakthrough and the establishment of
Christian ministries in them. Within a yea\ Sekou
Toure was gone, replaced by a leader who opened the
door to missions once again, and today every one of the
people groups they prayed for are now occupied by a
national or missionary effort.
In the past several years we have seen God open the
anti{hristian bastions of Romania and Albania. Can
we not expect Him to do the same with Mauritania,
Morocco, Libya, Turkey, or Saudi Arabia if God's people will focus their prayers on these difficult places?
Can He not do the same with the particular people
group you feel most concerned to readr?

When Jonathan Goforth planned to launch a new
work in northern Honan Province in Chin+ Hudson
Taylor wrote to him with these words: "Brothet if you
are to win that province, you must go fonuard on your
knees."@ His advice still holds today.
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9.

Aggressive praylng or "spiritual warfare" praying
breaks the control of the powerc of darkness over
people groups, cities and nations.

There are also links that need to be broken if frontier
missions are to go fonuard. Chains of spiritual darkness and bondage often link unreached peoples, cities
and countries to principalities and powers who seek to
control the affairs of humankind. At present in the missions world we are undergoing a rediscovery that the
issue in reactring the unreached is one of spiritual
power. Just as it was when Yahweh faced the gods of
Eg5pt or Baal on Mount Carmel, so today the issue still
is one of power encounter between the true God and
false gods, those spiritbeings who hold sway over segments of humanity.
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Peter Wagner, in a symposium on power evangelism
at Fuller Theological Seminary, affirmed:
Satan delegates high-ranking members of the

of evil spirits to control nations,
regions, cities, tribes, people gtoups, neighborhoods and other significant social networks of
human beings throughout the world. Their
major assignment is to prevent God from being
glorified in their territory, which they do
through directing the activity of lower-ranking
demons.6
hierarchy

If

Ephesians 5 indicates that all Christians are
involved in an unseen warfare with ttre powers of darkness, how much more those of us who are involved in
frontier missions as missionaries, intercessors,
researchers or strategists? Paul says our struggle (literally "wrestling") is to be carried on through prayer in
the Spirit. Apart from the sword of the Spirit, the word
of God, prayer is the only offensive weapon available to
us in this cosmic warfare.
Obviously, if we are going to see missionary breakthroughs in peoples, cities and countries, we will need
to leam how to use the offensive weapon of prayer to
dislodge the powers of darkness. While discussing the
receptivity or resistance of people groups to Christ,
Wagner draws out this implication: "It goes without
saying that if this hypothesis conceming territorial spirits is correct, and if we could learn how to break their
control through the power of God, positions on the
resistance-receptivity axis could change virtually
overnight."d
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Francis Frangipane, writing about the strongholds
the powers of darkness maintain over groups of people, takes a similar line of thinking:
There are Satanic strongholds over countries
and communities; there are strongholds whidr
influence drurches and individuals.... These
fortresses exist in the thought patterns and
ideas that govern individuals... as well as communities and nations. Before victory can be
claimed, these strongholds must be pulled
down, and Satan's annor removed. Then the
mighty weapons of the Word and the Spirit can
effectively plunder Satan's house.6
Sttrdies of the belief systems of pagan peoples attest
to the reality of the picture of spirit beings portrayed in
Ephesians 4 the book of Daniel and elsewhere. Ttre
Burmese believe in supematural beings called nats
arranged hierarchically with conEol over natural phenomena, villages, regions and nations. Their link wittt
these beings is maintained through witches or mediums, at least one of whom is found in each village.6
hr Thailand there are both village and regional spirits,
with the village ones being subordinate to the regional
ones. Pillars are often erected in villages as a habitat for
their guardian spirits.6T One CMA missionary told me
of the increasing oppression and lack of spiritual
responsiveness she and her coworker encountered in a
village once this pillar was erected. An OMF missionary believes he has identified the national principality
over all of Thailand.
In India a similar cosmolory involving guardian spirits over villages and others over regions is found. They
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are often associated with disease, sudden death and
catastrophe.6 Kali, the goddess of destruction, is a
regional deity known especially among the Bengalis of
West Bengal in Calcutta. Anyone who has been to
Calcutta can see the devastating impact she and her
worship have made upon that city and its people.

Christian workers living there have complained of
severe oppression and serious disunity in the churches.
But recently they have come together to pray regularly
for the city and to take offensive action against the
powers of darkness. They are now beginning to see
spiritual breakthroughs in several people groups, with
new ministries developing and churches proliferating.
It is a testimony to the powerful resource of united
prayerby God's people.
Abook on the African country of Zimbabwe reveals
thatevery regton, city, village is thoughtto be under the
control of territorial spirits.59 In Nigeria an Assemblies
of God leader, who fornrerly was a high-ranking occult
practitioner before his conversion, said that Satan
assigned him control of 72 spirits, eadr of which controlled 600 demons. He testified, "I was in touch with
all the spirits controlling each town in Nigeria, and I
had a shrine in all the major cities.'m
Recently in a meeting with a well-known Japanese
evangelist and several missionaries to Japan, I was surprised to discover how muclr the fapanese are still
bound up with occultism. We can be fooled by the highly technologrcd, modern look of lapar., and not realize
that large numbers of the Japanese still attend Shinto
shrines, that every school child carries an amulet, or
that Shinto priests are called upon to dedicate each new
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building. And a dangerous phenomenon is now facing
us in the West as New Age cults advocate "channeling"
to communicate with spirit beings, thus reestab-

lishing links with the powers of darkness
originally broken by the evangelization and

Christianization of Western societies.
The problem is that most of us do not realize we are
in a no-holds-barred wal, and therefore, we rnay feel no
need for prayer as a powerful resource. John Piper, a
Minneapolis pastoq, puts it this way:
The problem is that most Christians don't really
believe that life is war, and that our invisible
enemy is awesome. How then are you ever
going to get them to pray? They'll say they
believe these truths, but watch their lives. There
is a peace-time casualness in the drurch about
spiritual things. There are no bombs falling in
their lives, no bullets w}izzrng overhead, no
mines to avoid, no roars on the horizon....

why pray?n
In Mark 3z27,lesus said something that is especially
relevant to the activity of frontier missions: "No one
can enter a strongman's house and carry offhis possesSo

sions unless he first ties up the strongman. Then he can
rob his house." It stands to reason that we as missionaries cannot be successful in entering and carrying off
what has belonged to Satan for centuries-portions of
humanity under his dominion-without binding the
territorial spirits that have delegated control there.
Prayer in the Spirit, informed by facts uncovered by
researdt, is a potent force in binding the strongmen
over cities, people gtoups and countries. Again John
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Demons downtown
Dawson's book demonstrates how research can uncover a community's link with the Powers of darkness, and
united prayer in the Spirit can break that link.
In Matthew 18:18-19, Jesus gave a startling assurance
to those who pray in this way: "I tell you the truth,
whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven,
and whatever you loose on earthwill be loosed in heaven. Again I tell you, that if two of you on earth agree
about anything you ask for, it will be done for you by
my father in heaven." Effective spiritual warfare occurs
when we pray in unity with others. This teaching
demonstrates the importance of prayer grouPs and net-

works being formed where people Pray Ptayers of
agreement for certain people SrouPs, cities or countries
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in an indepth way. This, it

seems to me, is what will
bring the breakthrough.
The Greek word for 'tind' in these verses means "to
chain or imprison." The prayers of God's people joined
together will dlain and circumscribe the activity of
spiritbeings that are hostile to the glory of God and the
expansion of His kingdom on earth. As the Apostle
Paul puts it, 'The weapons we fight with are not the
weapons of the world. On the contrary, they have divine
polver to demolish strongholds" (II Corinthians 10:34).
The elperience of Omar Cabrera, a pastor and evangelist in Argentina, underlines the awesome weaponry
that prayer in the Spirit brings to bear on the occult
realm. Over the past several ye.us, he has made it his
practice to fast and pray for a number of days before
opening an evangelism campaign in a city he is trying
to reach.
Often during those periods of fasting and prayer,
spirit beings will come against him, even appearing in
grotesque shapes, to contest his presence and his plan
to evangelize that city. They often say, "You have no
right to be here. This is my territory." To whidr he
replies, "On the contrary, you have no right to be here.
I bind you in the authority of Jesus Christ, the one who
has all authority in heaven and on earth." Immediately
that spirit flees the scene and a higher principality will
often come into place against Cabrera.
In the same way, through a struggle in prayer,
Cabrera breaks the hold of that being which often turns
out to be a spirit of witchcraft. When the topmost
strongman is bound, the mood of the whole city
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tlrc nnme of lesus,
get out of our city!"

changes.<ften from one of resistance to the gospel, to
one of great receptivity-with hundreds and thousands
coming to Christ, accompanied by extraordinary signs
and wonders, healings and miracles. Using this
approach, Cabrera has gone from ministering to a congregation of under2O tobeing thepastor of theworld's
third largest drurdr with over 140,000.
As outlandish as Cabr€ra's experiences may seem, we
would do well to apply what he and many other
Christian workers are leaming about prayer warfare to
the work of frontier missions. As I have traveled to
many countries leading consultations and seminars on
mission strategy for national Christian workers, the
issue of spiritual warfare keeps coming up. My gron/ing conviction is that in many resistant contexts we can
strategize and evangelize until we are blue in the face
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with no effect until we identify and bind the strongman
over the group we are seeking to reach. Until this happens we are unlikely to see much of a response.
Could it be that whole peoples we have written off as
being "resistant" are in themselves really not resistant at
all, but are in the gnp of spirit beings that are the source
of the resistance? Arthur Matthews writes of his burden
in intercession for two specific areas of Southeast Asia
where the missionaries were unable to make headway:
"So asserting my position with Christ in the heavenlies
on the basis of God's word, I took unto me the whole
arrnor of God in order to stand against the wiles of the
devil, and to withstand his opposition to the gospel."
He held on until news from both places began to
change: "The resisting powers in both places were
weakened, making possible victories for the Lord."n
Loren Cunningham, general director of Youth WithA
Mission, describes his experience in praying and fasting for three days with 12 coworkers n 7973. As they
prayed the Lord revealed they should pray for the
downfall of the "prince of Greece." On the same day in
New Zealand and Europe, YWAM groups received a
similar word from God. All three groups obeyed and
came against this principality. Within 24 hours, a political coup changed the government of Greece, bringing
greater freedom for mission activity in the country.n
While I was in Senegal conducting a seminar, an
Assemblies of God mission leader told me their denomination had begun to pray and fast corporately for the
Muslims. They are now seeing a new responsiveness of
these people, and churches are being established
among them.
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The Challenge of Linking the Global Prayer

Mooement utith Erontier Missions
David Barrett and Todd Johnson in their book Our
Globe and Hota to Reach If estimate there are 22 actle

global prayer movements in existence. Certainly we
iejoice in the resurgence of prayer in the worldwide
church; however, there is little evidence that these
prayer movements are linked directly enougJr with the
unevangelized world. The Lausanne Global Prayer
Strategy for world evangelization is one example.
Although Christians from many countries are involved
in praying for world evangelization each morning as a
new day dawns, the focus of prayer is quite general
with no move as yet being made to link these intercessors with specific segments of the unevangelized world
or to feed them with updated information so that their
prayers will be more specific and effectual.
The Concerts of Prayer movement is a similar example. It provides an excellent introduction to getting people praying for spiritual revival and world evangeliz_aUon, but it needs to get participants tied in with specific
people groups, cities or nations for more in-depth, persevering and informed prayer. Even the call to Prayet
issued by the 1984 Seoul Congtess on Prayer and World
Evangelization, though it emphasized the importance
of prayer and spiritual warfare, gave no indication of
how this kind of praylng could be tied to the unevangelized world in a practical, ongoing way.
There are enorrnous prayer resources within thebody
of Christ thatby and large are not beiog tapped for the
unevangelized world because we have thus far failed to
develop practical mechanisms to link these rlesources
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with the need of the urueadred. For example, at the
Indianapolis 1990 Congress on the Holy Spirit and
World Evangelization, no one from the plenary shared
any of the
concerning the unevangelized world
with the 20000 participants, nor did we stop to pray for
particular segments of that world. This was a glaring
oversight.
Nevertheless, there are some good models whidr
suggest it is possible to get Christians linked up with
particular people groups, cities and countries by feeding themwith ongoing information so that they will be
able to hold on like bulldogs until the breakthrough
occurs. The "strategic coordinator" approadr, which
the Southern Baptists have pioneered, is noteworthy.
One strategic coordinator for an ethnic minority of
China has managed to get500 churclres praying for this
people group.He has researched the people thoroughly and kept the intercessors informed. Now thousands
are coming to Christ, and abreakthrough is on theway.
The Global Prayer Digest published by the Frontier
Fellowship of the U.S. Center for World Mission is
another fine example of a practical mec-hanism which
links praying Christians with unreached people
gtoups. TheAdopt-A-People program, now an international movement, also has great potential for linking
prayrng congregations with particular people groups.
I am convinced more than ever that unless prayer
networks come into being, focused on each of the 2,000
or so major unreached peoples, world evangelization
by AD 2000 or any time will be just a pipe-dream. As
we have seery the battle must be won in the spiritual
realm if Christian workers are to occupy the tenitory
and reap the harvest. Like assault troops landing on an
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enemy beadr, they will need a prayer bombardment to
knock outenemypositionsbefore they are able to occupy that people group or city in need of Christ. George
Peters, the late missiologist, wrote:
We have become in missions so wrapped up in
technolory and methodology thatwe have forgotten that missions is number one, the releas-

ing of divine

dynamics.... Reaching the
unreadred will, first of all, mean for us not only
to lay hold of it in faith, but to develop thousands and thousands of prayer cells that will
commit themselves wholeheartedly to prayer
until the victory will be won.7a
Along with Peters, I believe that probably the most
strategic thing we can do for frontier missions is to
stimulate the formation of ongoing prayer and spiritual warfare networks focused on particular unreadrcd
peoples. Ttrey will become those watchmen on the wall
who will never be silent day or night until, as Isaiah
says, God makes that segment of humanity "a praise in
the earth" and until those people will be called 'the
holy people, tlre redeemed of the Lord" (Isaiah 62:l-L2).
David Bryantpub it this way:
The greatestchallenge any of uswill everfacein
the global cause of Christ [and] "the greatest
contribution any of us will ever make to the glorious task of 'advancing Christ's Kingd-om
among earth's unreached is... to grow as men
and women of prayer and to mobilize others
with us into a movement of prayer for the

world." Other things wait to be done but
this is the greatest.Ts
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QUESTTONS FOR REFLECT/ON

AND DISCUSSION

How can we stimulate the formation of prayer networks for the unreached peoples in our nation?

How can they be kept going, supplied with upto-date
information so they don't lose interest and discontinue
praying?

Do we have any other effective models of prayer and
information sharing already in operation that can be
shared?
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How can the growing national and global prayer movements be more closely linked with specific unreached
peoples in our nation?

Suggest some practical steps that need to be taken and
an operational mechanism that can be set up.

r

What agencies or individuals should be responsible?

r

What can I do to develop a local prayer effort
for the people group I am most concerned to
reach for Christ?
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IIIATTERS FOR PRAYER

r

Pray for any unreached peoples you are aware
of or specially concerned for as the Holy Spirit
brings them to mind. Pray for the breaking of
the hold of principalities and powers, liberation
to receive Christ and for Christian workers and
ministries among them.

r

Pray for the development of ongoing prayer
networks for every remaining unreached people, that God will raise up intercessors with a
special burden for each segment of the unevangelized world.

r

Ask for God's guidance in the implementation
of the ideas you have conceived. What should
you do? How can you work with others to
develop prayer efforts focused on the
unreached peoples in your area?

Part Four

NETWORKING
THE WHOLE
CHURCH
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Networks link Christian
workers for outreach
rl-he

I

Chinese have been around for a long time, with
a civilization stretching back 5000 years. In that

time they have developed a lot of wisdom about life
and particularly human relationships in society. An
ancient Chinese proverb goes like this:
Heaven and Hell are exactly alike in that each is
an enonnous banquet with every wonderful
dish imaginable crowding the great round table.
The diners are provided with chopsticks five
feet long.

In Hell the diners glve uP struggling to feed
themselves with these impossible tools and sit
in ravenous frustration.
In Heaven everyone feeds the person across the
table.

bit strange, this proverb is so
right in affirming that there is something heavenly
about cooperation, about human beings depending on
one another and serving one another in relationships
that benefit everyone concerned. However, in our
efforts to reach unreached peoples we Christian leaders
often look more like the picture of those sitting in "ravThough its theology is

a
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enous frustration" trying to go it alone in our independence and isolation from one another.

The main problem: lack of collaboration
David Barrett and fames Rgapsome in their book
Smen Hundred Plans to Eaangelize tlu World identified
lack of cooperation and collaboration between
Christian organizations as the major hindrance to
world evangelization. They write that two-thirds of all
global evangelization plans are stand-alone, self-sufficient plans, each viewing itself as at the center of world
evangelization. They estimate that 96 percent of dl
global evangelization plans ignore or write off all other
Christian traditions with which they are not like-minded and only four pncmt seek to network or connect
meaningfully with those of other Christian traditions.T6
Their condusion is:
"The absence of any network is catastrophic. It is
probably the major single cause of the fiasco of today's
unevangelized world... latgely untouched from one
year to the next."z
The Global Consultation on World Evangelization by
AD 2000 and Beyond held in Singapore at the begnning of ]anuary L989 also recognized this problem. The
Great Commission Manifesto prepared by over 300
leaders from a wide diversrty of Christian traditions
stated:
We see afresh that cooperation and partnership
are absolute necessities if the Great Commission
is going to be fulfilled by the year 2000. For the
sake of those who are lost and eternally separated from God, we have dared to pray and
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dream of what might happen if appropriate
autonomy of ctrurches and ministries could be
balanced with significant partnership.n

The major hindrance to world euangelization is
lnck of cooperation and collaboration between
Chr ist ian o rganiz at ions

In a pre-consultation survey of key Christian leaders
around the worl{ 70 percent affirmed that reaching
unreached peoples was the key to fulfilling the Great
Commission. Picking up that affirmation, the
Manifesto enunciated the following goals, all of which
focus on reaciing unreached peoples:
r Focus particularly on those who have not yet
heard the gospel.
r Provide every people and population on earth
with a valid opportunity to hear the gospel in a
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r
r

language they can understand. It is our fervent
prayer that at least half of humanity will profess
allegiance to the Lord Jesus.
Establish a mission-minded church planting
movement within every unreached people
group so that the gospel is accessible to all peoPle.

Establish a Christian community of worship,
instmction in the Wor4 healing, fellowship
praye4 disciple making, evangelism, and missionary concem in every human community.D
These are all marvelous, worthy goals that most likely we will support and work to attain. However, if we
are to stand a chance of achieving such glorious,
grandiose goals, we must give much more attention to
the practical, nitty-gritty matter of how we can cooperate in reaching unreached peoples. Unless we find a
way to move togethn toward these goals by building
effective partnerships between Christian organizations,
the idea of reaching the estimated remaining 2,000
major unreached peoples and their thousands of subgroups by AD 2000 is a mirage that will quickly disapPear.

How can we develop relationships that will both

maintain the autonomy of individual churches and Parachurch organizations as well as malce possible significant
partnership? I suggest that it will be through building
networls focused on reaching unreached peoples.
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What is netzoorking?
"Networks" and "networking" are terms that have
come into recent prominence, first in the social protest
movement as a way of mobilizing massive grassroots
involvement in causes such as the anti-nuclear movement, women's rights and environmental protection.
Later, they entered the vocabulary of business and
industry, meaning the sharing of information and ideas
in a more informal, open manner to enhance greater
creativity and productivity in the workplace.e ]apanese
management and production units built on the network concept have shown the world how exceedingly
productive a social structure it can be.
John Naisbitt, the author of the best-selling book
Megatrends, says that one of the major trends of our
time is movement away from hierarchal social structures with top-down, pyramid-like, organization to
more informal, flexible, horizontal networks that can
bring people together to accomplish practically any
shared goal. Probably for this reason, the network has
been called "the most rapidly growing form of social
organization in the world."Er
Networks and networking are not new concepts. One
anthropologist calls the network the "oldest social
invention," since many pre-industrial societies have
organized themselves in this way. For example, those
who have sought to conquer the squabbling, seemingly
divided tribes of Arabia have been amazed by their
rapid ability to coalesce into a unified fighting force.E2
Also, Japanese management and production unit structure likely have their roots in the village tradition of all
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neighbors uniting to help each other bring in the rice
harvest.
Even scientific research seenui to affinn that networking is part and parcel of nature itself. In what is called
'the New Physics,' the whole universe is seen by
physicists as "an intercorutected network, an indivisible whole.'8
Butwhat is a "network"? According to the dictionary
it is, physically speaking, "a fabric or stnrcture of cords
or wires that cross at regular intervals and are knotted
or secued at the crossings."tf This physical picture is
helpful for us in conceiving of a network from the
social point of view. Socially speaking a network is any
number of individuals or organizations linked together
by acommitment to slnredoalues.s "Networking" is that
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whidr individuals or organizations become
connected with one another to achiwe particular common goals.
Authors Jessica Lipnack and feffrey Stamps describe
networking in this way:
Anetwork is a web of free standing participants
cohering through shared values and interest.
Networking is people connecting with people,
linking ideas and resources. One person with a
need contacts another with a resource and networking begins.e

proceso by

Aifu antages of netut orking
As a social sEucture, networking has ntunerous
advantages:

r It enables individuals and organizations to

r
r

maintain a balance betwem autonomy on the
one hand and dependence on the other.r From
the standpoint of world evangelization, it
makes interdenominational cooperation more
feasible because participants do not have to forsake commitment to their organizations to take
part. Network boundaries are fluid and open
rather than rigid and closed.
Its segmented, decentralized structure permits
leadership to be shared by its members. They
relate as equals rather than as subordinates to
superiors.s

It facilitates horizontal, free-flowing communication among all participants, making possible
more creative, innovative responses in a syner-

74
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grstic manner. It promotes the flow of ideas
even across cultural and organizational barri-

r

ers.s
It is a flexible, mobile and low-profile structure,
making it ideal for rapidly chatgg situations
and for politically restrictive societies. This
advantage makes the network model ideal for

reaching unreached peoples, most

now reside

r

of whom

in limited or restricted access

nations, many with repressive regimes. If one
segment is closed down or imprisoned, the rest
of the network continues to function. The
church in China has functioned like this for
decades. Shared leadership and the decentralized, segmented nature of the house<trurctr
movement makes it impossible for the state to
control or shutthe movement downcompletely.
It is inexpensive, since there is no heavy administrative apparafus and control medranism to
support. People work together, volunteering
their time on the basis of shared interest and
vision.

Is it biblical?
Some of us may be put off by the terms "network"
and "networking" since they come from secular usage
and sound rather technological. But all truth is God's
truttL and if so might we not expect to find some biblical parallels for these concepts?
Luke Chapter 5 is one place to start. The practice of
using neb at Christ's direction to pull in an astonishing
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catch of fish leads to Jesus' assertion that the disciples
soon be catching men. During that episode they
not dnly learn the importance of going in obedience to
fesus where the fish are, but also the need for partnership inbringing in a catch that is more than anyone can
handle alone. They also learn that by working the nets
together under the direction of Christ, they can expect
Him to work wonders through their united efforts.
Later in Acts 2 Peter preaches that famous sertnon
that brings 3000 to Christ-a phenomenal response.
However, we need to see what is behind that response.

will

It is interesting to note the words of Scripture "But
Peter standing with tlu eleoen lifted up his voice..." This
is not a one-man show! There is a unity of heart and
mind brought about not only by working and learning
together during the ministry of Christ, but afterwards
cemented by their regular meeting and praying together mentioned in Acts L. Their hearts are knit together,
their lives interwoven like strands into a net Christ can
use to sweep thousands into His Kingdom.
This interconnectedness is a well-known theme
throughout the New Testament. Paul emphasizes the
oneness of the body of Christ, a unity made up of many

interdependent parts. It is a body in which one part
cannot say to another "I have no need for you" because

all are gifted in different ways and have a vital

contribution to make to the whole. This is an emphasis
we need to rediscover in the wider mission community
with our corunon tendenry to go it alone, competing
with one another for the donor dollaq, promoting our
own organizations, ministries and agendas rather than
working unitedly to reach unreached peoples.
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Have you ever been struck as I have by the lack of
direct admonitions by Paul and the other apostles.in
their epistles to evangelize the unreached? The priority
in apostolic teaching instead was clearly on maintaining and building up the interconnectedness of God's
people. Why is this the case? Certainly because Paul
and the other apostles realized that strong relationships
between Christians communicating and receiving love
and truttr,loined together as ligaments in a bodywould
fit ttrem to serye as a gigantic net that Christ could use
to haul in the trnreadted.
hrdeed in Ephesians 4 Paul mixes the two metaphors
of the net and body. There he uses the Greek term for
mending nets to desaibe how the four-fold ministries of
apostles, prophets, evangelists and pastor-teachers
equip or mcnd God's people for works of service for the
building up of the body of Christ. He knew that mending people in their relationships to God and other
believers would more than anything else enable the
church to catdr the unbelieving world for the Kingdom.
Iesus also prayed that we as Christians might be oru,
ioined together in complete unity so that the world
mightbelieve that the Father sent Him.
We have been hearing in the news about the use of
drift nets by trawlers in the North Pacific and the outrage environmentalists feel at the use of those nets.
Fifty feet high, miles long and made of tough nylon filament that cannot be ruptured, frayed or brokery they
are literalvacuum cleaners, sweeping every living creature into their grasp. Ttris image which is negative to
some, positively shows us the possibilities of Christian
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networking in the Po\ /er of the Spirit to sweep the
unreached into the Kingdom.

Getting practical
Given the awesome potential of networks and networking for advancing world evangelization, practically speaking how can we go about building such structures to reach unreached peoPles?
L. We can build networks around particular ministies.
'The World by 2000" is a prime example of the way in
which three missions leaders-the presidents of HCIB,
FEBC and TWR-formed a network to coordinate their
radiobroadcasting efforts. By the year 2000 they plan to
make sure that every individual on earth can hear the
gospel by radio in a language he or she Can understand.
In 1985, these three leaders simply got together for a
time of prayer and sharing their visions. They made an
agreement to begin a Process of cooperation that has
tesUtea in an end of competition and duplication of
efforts so that they can work together to broadcast the
gospel in far more languages of unreached peoples that
have never had Christian broadcasts before.s
Many different kinds of opportunities on both the
global level and the in-country level exist for networking around particular ministries.
2. However, the kind of networking I want to emphasize here is that which occurs when two, three or more
Christian leaders decide they want to cooperate interdenominationally to reach a particular unreached people
group. Over and over again, especially in the last severil years, we have wibressed the power and potential of
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this kind of process to impact people groups with the
gospel.

Simplyby starting with two to three others who share
your vision for reaching a particular segment of the
population and meeting to pray together,listen to one
another and coordinate your plans, opens the door for
God to do wonders. The Bible says "one shall chase a
thousand, but two shall put 10,000 to flight.'There is a
synngism by which two or more working together are
ten times more potent, because in the power of the

SpiritL+1.=L0!
Too often we allow denominational and organizational barriers to keep us from lir,kit g up with others
on the basis of slnred uision for evangelizing a particular
group or groups. As a result our interconnections are
weak and more on an official basis than on a visionary,
spiritual one.
In the past nine years it has been my deep privilege to
facilitate Unreached Peoples Strategy Consultations for
Christian leaders in many countries around the world.
During the course of getting leaders together to think,
pray and develop couunon strategies, a similar pattem
has been repeated numy times over. When Christian
leaders who normally would not associate with one
another (except on an occasional basis) begrn to pray
and think together about their common concem for a
group of people, something wonderful begins to happen. The Holy Spirit begins to knit them together so
ttrat at the end of their session, they often say to one
another: '1We have all been working independently of
one another to reach the same group. Why don't we
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pool our efforts and resources to maximize our effectiveness?"
In Taiwan, this happened when L5 national workers

and Western missionaries of different churches and
organizations, all previously working independently to
reach the Hakka people, decided to form an ongoing
ministry network. They have continued to meet periodically over the years to pray, share lessons learned,
and to coordinate their efforts. Together they have completed cultural research, published Scripture and hymnals, set up a vocational training Program and, best of
all, seen eighteen new fellowships of Hakka believers
come into being, all led by indigenous leaders.
In Burundi, 25 denominational leaders and pastors

decided

to form an interdenominational

network

focussed on reaching the Pygmies, a people group that
had seen many uncoordinated and unsuccessful prior

efforts at evangelization.
These are iust two examples of what God is doing by
His Spirit to build Iohn 17 unity among Christian agencies and leaders, so that working together as one, the
world will know that Christ the Savior has been sentby
the Father. In many multiplied instances the Holy Spirit
is doing the same thing all around the world, breaking
down those denominational, doctrinal and other barriers that have kept Christian workers separated and
working independently of one another. Praise the Lord!
This growing phenomenon bodes well for the reactring
of other unreached peoples.
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One practical way of building ministry networks that

I have found to be useful, and that may be of use to
you, is the Networking Through Consultation Model:
r Gather key leaders together.
r Thlk about "people group" and "urueached
people group" definitions and their meaning in
your context. (See these definitions at the end of
this drapter.)
r Assemble a list of local people groups and
unreached people groups.
I Spend time in prayer to the Lord of the harvest
for the groups listed (Matthew 9:3G38).
r Participanb identify people groups they are
readring or want to reach.
r Collate participants' responses according to
similar people groups identified.
r Get them into discussion groups to "network"
with one another through thinking, prayingand
strategizing together on the basis of their common vision for reaching their people group.
The first step, gathering key Christian leaders together on a city basis or national basis, is not easy but is possible if the consultation is planned far enough in
advance and held under broad enough auspices, such
as that of the National Evangelical Fellowship or
Council of Churches. During the course of the consultation we first emphasize the strategic advantages of
focussing ministries on particular people groups and
how God has been using the people group approadr
around the world. We also consider the Biblical stess
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on peoples and people groups rather than on political
nations.
We use the definitions of "people group" and
"unreadred people grouP" that have come to be widely accepted in the Lausanne and AD 2000 movements
for world evangelization. (See these definitions at the
end of this chapter.) Participants are encouraged to look
at their own society through this grid in order to identify as many distinct people groups as possible and designate those that are still unreached. It is often remarkable to see the surprised reactions of leaders who never
realized how many diverse grouPs inhabited their
country and how many have been neglected from the
standpoint of Christian witness.
After identifying unreached people grouPs, we ask
each participant to identify the particular people grouP
he or she is already reaching or is burdened to reach.
The responses are collected and particiPants put in discussion groups with others who chose the same grouP.
They then seek to "network" with one another by discwsing and prayrng through the answers to the following five questions:
1. What people group does God want you to reach?
2. What are they like?
3. Who should reach them?
4. How should they be reached?
5. What will be the result?
This is where the fun begins! The Holy Spirit seems to
take over at this point and often brings to birth new
ministry networks. It's exciting to watch Him work. I
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commend this approach to you as a way of multiplying
ministry networks in your own area or nation.
Wouldn't it be wonderful to see a network of committed Christians come into being for every remaining
unreached people group? I am convinced it is possible
and must happen if world evangelization is to take
place. We must work together to intentionally spawn

of new coalitions, task forces, networks
foctrsed on particular groups and also around particular ministries. It is a practical, doable way of catalyzing
and carrying out evangelization of the unreached on
both global and grass roots levels.
thousands

Conclusion
During a visit to an Asian country a few years ago I
happened to stroll down to the harbor along with some
local friends. As we ventured out on to one of its piers
overlooking the water, we noticed a solitary woman
fishinA hunched over a single pole, its line descending
into the murky depths below. Glancing at her stony
expression and the few, tiny fish swimming in the plastic bucket beside her, we asked how long she had been
at it. 'All day" was the dismayed reply, quickly adding
even more gloomily, "I come most every day to catch
some fish for my family's dinner or to sell in the mar-

ket.'
I wondered at the dedicated persistence of the
worurn, keeping at this unrewarding task in the hot
sun day after day. "Would Ibe so committed?",I found
myself reflecting inwardly. But my admiration of this
rugged individual was short-lived. Gazing over the
edge of the pier, I noticed hundreds, even thousands of
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fish darting back and forth in the shadows. And my
wonderment at the lonely fisherwoman's dedication
abruptly turned to astonishment at her stupidity. For if
she had simply enlisted the help of a friend and together they lowered a net, she could have harvested a thousand times as much.

How often you and I in carrying out the Great
Commission are like that womary dedicated and persistent, yes, but in the final analysis, stupid and shortsighted because we do not work closely with others
engaged in the same task. We prefer to go it alone and
settle for negligible results rather than work the nets
together at Christ's direction to enioy a spectacular
catch for the Kingdom.
Through networking in the power and unity of His
Spirit may we all become true "fishers of men"!
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Q

UESZIONS FOX REFTECTTON AND

What other Christian workers from my own denomination and other denominations share my concern for
reaching unreached peoples?

What steps need to be taken to build ministry networks
foctrsed on specific unreadred peoples in our area? in
our nation?
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DEFTNTTIONS

People Group:
Asignificantly large grouping of individuals who perceive themselves to have a conunon affinity for one
another because of their shared:
Language
Rehgron
EthnicitY
Residence
Occupation
Class or caste
Situatiory etc.
or combinations of these.
The largest group within which the gospef can flow-

along nlturat lines without encountering barriers of
understanding or acceptance due to culture, language,
geography, etc.

lJnre acheil Pe ople GrouP :

A people grouP among whidr there is no indigenous
comntunity of believing Christians with adequate numbers and resources to evangelize this people grouP'

A Final Word
Congratulations! If you have worked through the
exerciJes and thought through a long-range stratery for
reaching a particular grouP of people, you are now a
"people group thinker."
We would encourage you to keep and use this booklet as a reference manual for further planning and refining your strategy. The conditions of your PeoPle grouq
as-well as youi own knowledge and experience will
continually change making it necessary for you to
rethink your aPProach from time to time.
br any case, we would value your feedback as to what
you are learning and how you are aPPlylng the people
of
L'ro"p paradigm in your ministry. Please send a copy
to
us
strategy
rninistry
and
yotr research findings
3t
ir{enC. The information that you provide will greatly
enhance our knowledge of people grouPs around the
world and enable MARC to serve a networking function in informing others who can support you in Praygl
or parbrer with you in ministry. Of course, if you wguld
prefer that we keep your information confidential, we
will do that. In any case, let us hear from you at the
address below.
Psalm 77:14 states: "You are the God who does wonders. You have revealed your Power among the peoples." We may be confident that God will do his part as
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we move forward into his harvest among the
unreached people groups of the world. Our strategizing, guided by research, broadened through networking and fueled by prayer, will position us for His
mightypower's working through us to readr our target
grouP.
Ephesians 3:20 gives us some indication of the awesome potential of that working through us. In our mission let 1s not only focus on the people group we hope
to reach but also on our great God " who by the power
at work within us is able to do far more abundantly
than all thatwe ask or think."

s,),";Il;ril
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Qttestionnaire

P eople Group

'1.65

lilmtification

Name of the people grouP:
Countrywhere located:
Approximate size of grouP in this country:

Religion(s) of People GrouP
Relieion

% Adherents

7o

Practicing

CHRISTIAN
Pnte-qtant
Pnmnn Cnlhnlir

lthet
NON.CHRISTIAN

IOTALFORALL

narr|?nnrns

700Vo

70OVo

ChrtsfianWitness to this People Grortp
If there are Christian churches or missions (national or foreign) now active within the area orregion where tnq-gyp
isloncentrated, ptease use the following talle to list th9
name of church,-mission or denomination, the year work
beganin this area, theapproximate numberof fullmembers
rroim tnis people grouP; ihe approxinate number of adherents includini; children, and the approximate number of
hained pastois and evangelists from this group. (If there are
none,checkhere A)
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Churdr orMieeion

fear

Membm Adherente Workerc

In yotr1gpinion,what is the attitude of thie people group
toward Christianity?

trStronglyfavorable

Esomewhatopposed

ESomewhatfavorable EJstronglyopposed
E Indifferent
What isthe growth rate of the total Christian comrnunity
among this people group?

tr Rapidgrowth

tl

Slowgrowft

tr Stable

El Slowdecline

tr Rapiddecline

People Group Language
Please list the various languages or dialecb used by the
membere of this oeoole srouD:

Language

Primary

Vo

type

name (8)

epeak

Vernacular/
common
l,an*rrace

Ltngua
Franca/hade
lanrnrase

who

Vo wlno

read

Quationnaire
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Other Inforrnation
Whatare the felt needs of this people goup (meaning in life,

freedom from demonic oppresoion, food, housing,
healthcare, or othersX

How could this group bestbe reached? What means and
methods of minisbry would be most effective in meeting
theirneeds?

Questionnaire completed by:
Name:
OrganizaHon:
Address:

Date:

Please send this completed questionnaire to:

